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Strong Rise Is
Scored by Cotton; Wheat
Prices Maintain Most of
Their Recent Gains

Further

New York, Nov. 12 (by the Asof
sociated Press.) Continuation
in
the persistent Improvement
industrial conditions is indicated
Ty the various business and financial Indices which became available during: tho past week.
Loadings of railroad cars with
revenue
freight show further
gains, both in coal and genera!
The total loadings
merchandise.
for the week ended October 2S
amounted to 1,014.000 cars which
Is only 4.000 cars less than loadings In the week ended October
15. 11)20. when the high record
for all time was set.
Coal Production.
Soft coal production has been
established at n. level of approximately 10.700.000 tons a week and
the whole fuel situation is (.rowing distinctly easier. Some observers go so far a to state that
the danger of a coal crisis during
the winter is 'past.
Meanwhile it is evident that
the better coal and transportation
situations have been of distinct
beln to the steel industry.
October's production of both pig iron
and steel exceeded that in any
month in the Inst two years and
the country's steel plants are now
working at more, rather than
less, than 75 per cent of capacity.
Despite the heavy rate of output
and shinments during the month,
the steel corporation's unfilled orders Increased by slightly more
than 200.000 tons and the total
now stands at 6.1)00. 000 tons as
compared with 4.140.000 tons at
the end of last Fehninrv.
Active Fall Trade.
Confirmation of the many evidences of active fall trade are
found In the money rates and
bank reports. Bill holdings .of
the faderal-- t e wm-arstill growing and the rate on bankers' acceptances shows a tendency toward additional firmness. Similar
Indications are apparent furthermore, In England and there, ns
here, commodity prices promise
to go to higher rather
than
lower levels. It remains abundantly clear, however, that aninle
credit resources remain in this
country and that any sharp rise
in the price of money is unlikely.
As far as agricultural products
are concerned, the feature of lh
past week has been a further
strong rise In cotton. Tho 'December future rose to 20. SO cents,
which is over six cents abovo the
price existing on October 2,
"Wheat prices have sagged haol.
somewhat from their late high,
but have retained
the greater
11
part of their recent gnins.
would appear that these gains
were caused largely by foreign
buying which hns now been suspended on account of the foreign
Pronounced
exelmnge situation.
weakness In German marks and
the currencies of tli. continental
allies, has been in fact, one of
--

the major features of the wee't's
financial situation.
Ample purand speculation
have
chasing
Most quarters
played a part.
consider that the unsatisfactory
Ktatus of the Cermnn reparations
problem has lfn
the lending
factor In the foreign excTange
demoralization.

CALIFORNIA VARSITY
PRACTICALLY WINS
COAST GRID TITLE
Kan Francisco, Nov. 12 (by the
Associated Press.)
The defeat of
the University of Washington
at
Seattle yesterday practically clinches the Pacific const conference football tllle for University of California for the third successive year.
Despite the fact Andv Smith's
men outclassed In a 45 to 7 game
yesterday, the Washington husklo
are still in second place In the
conference
Tho Unistandings.
versity of Oregon eleven, by blanking the Washington State team, 13
to 0, now hns two victories and no
defeats to Its credit and so Is still n
candidate to piny Tenn State In
the annual
game at Pasadena New Tear's day.
The University of Southern California imnroveel its chances for
moeting Fenn State at Pasadena
by defeating Stnnford, 6 to 0. The
Fouthern California men played a
brilliant game, while the Cardinals
put up a dogged defense that
lacked the punch necessary to put
over a successful offensive.
st

WEATHER
' FORECAST.
Donver, Nov. 12. New Mexico:

Fair south, partly cloudy north
portion Monday: continued cold.
Tuesday fair and warmer.
Arizona:
Fair Monday and
Tuesday, not much cbano in temperature.
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Another strike of railroad' shop
Washington.
Magazine Which May be' of Washington,
According to
Ac- -'
the senates penloiity rule
subsidy, so far as tho house is mechanics has been culled.
Time
Most
o
the
which
Any
Reaching Santiago
Ignited
chairmanship of the
concerned, will form tho
cording to a letter now being circuI'otuniittee goes to the member,
of tho legislative program culated, the call is fur the second
servnitti
tho
longest continuous
ENGLAND URGED TO
TREMORS "FOLLOWED
for the extra session of congress walkout to take pluce at 10 a., m.
uo thereon, is suggested by SenaNovember 15.
called for November 20 by Presi- Inext Wednesday,
MEET
tor
BY A TIDAL WAVE
111.,
chairman
McCormick,
of;
HASTENJPEACE
As tho proyram The authenticity ot tho letter Is
dent Harding.
the rc.'Pihlic:i!i senatorial commit-- '
is being developed in conference vouched for by union men of unin a letter to Senator
T.eiclgc.
iBeSultan Remains at Yildiz tithoe, republican
here among republican leaders, questionable integrity.
vader, made public: Terrific Disturbance Is
adwas
today.
to
the president is expected
Palace
to
Taken
lieved
Have
At tho time the last strike
and Transacts
The b tter also urged that the
dress congress at a joint session 'called all oC tho union men in the
Place Beneath Waters of
Business, Despite Reports steerinpr committee, t,f which M r.
Tuesday, November 21. or to send shops did not respond to tho call.
McCormick is a member, bo made
a message urging speed with the
That Ho Has Abdicated
Pacific
since
work
the
and
at
remained
Soiuo
nil
of
sections and
representative
subsidy and supply bills i,i order
?"
thought on the republican side.
',1
to avoid, if possible, an extra then some others have returned bu-toConstantinople, Nov. 12 (by the
rule (Santiago, Chile, Nov. 12. thy ill'
Stating that the seniority
J,
session of tho new congress next work. Jt is these men who are
Associated Press.!
Constantinople "served very "11 in the old days," AMVin(eeI
iliiff asked to walk out Wednesday
Press). With partial
spring.
n,
vast,
to
be
likened
powder and had
may
generally in ap
Doubt as to tho fate- of the morning.
of eonimunica-lionlet-Itare
Urltish
which
the
of
union
Sena
to
men,
(lie
food
chairmen.
magazine,
pointment
as
bill increased
According
ship subsidy
catastrochile's
of growing tor
face
in
the
union
wrote
tlieso
McCormick
Senator
striving,
amongst
members returned after tho elecoriginated
difficulties to keep from Ignition. (Lodge that "the republican confer- phe Is in greater magnitude thn.i
that is those who
tions. Signs of growing opposi- men themselves
General llaringtou Is urging the ence and the republican steering first reports indicated. It Is estimattion to the measure, especially in remained at work or have since rehome government to hasten (he 'committee owe it; to the country ed that at
the senate were not licking. The turned. Union men declare that
l.Oni) are (b'ad. and
r.
peace conference as the best, means to put aside the rule, .ne-- t as th" many thousands are in ellstress.
vote in the house, it was pre- theso workers have come to see
hM
s4r
lie
an
of
owes
conference
open
lo
union
the
it
of
even
rupture.
in
avoiding
fealty,
failure
dicted,
country
republican quar- their
believes that if the Tories can be to make provision fur the selection needing food and shelter.
ters would bo close.
now wish to make amends and pro.100 Kllle
nt, Vnllciiiir.
held In leash until the Lausanne of a truly representtili('i
Many democrats and some re- pose to Join in the striko in the
steering
In addition to heavy casualties
the danger of hos committee which shall meet
arc asserting belief that it is tho best method
b'Kins,
meeting
publican leaders
i
t J.
tilities will be averted.
and as occasion rnpiires with of dead and injured at Cnpiapo
privately that the WA will not they can follow.
and the corresponding committeo
The exhaustless
of the and Coquimho, it was reported topatience
get through the senate by March
According to union men tho secv
1"
tin
4.
moderation of Ge neral llarmgioii house
Tho crush
of appopriation ond strike is assured and it. will
day that 500 were killed
tliel
be
is
to
held
and other bills, with the certainty Include practically all members of
in view of what
Somo Not rillcel.
and tho surroundir.
liar
of bitter and determined opposi- tho shopmen's union now at work
and
Senator
declared
McCormick
unoonciiiatory
unreasoning
'
attitude or the AiiRora. government that while in a majority of justatie-- j Vallenar was virtually
tion, even to the possible extent in Albuquerque, while most of
''
of a filibuster, was said to make those at other points and on other
of; es "the men who
has excited the admiration
have become' and the survivors are ir
i1 . '.
thn ship bill a most uncertain svstems than the; A. T. & S. F. will
Americans and other observers. In chairmen through seniority ha.ve condition.
It seems ft
feature in the senate.
their earnest desire for peace the; been good chairmen, there have; there have firen casualti
answer tho call.
British are conceding cvni'v possi-- ( been others who were unfitted for,
Appropriation Hills.
may
.;
Just what effect Ilia strike l'ar-Itoand villages arour
Republican leaders tire prepar- have is undetermined.
ide demand to tho Turks. The lat-- i their poslM, by reason of extreme towns
D. II.
r
tho south. ceincerniiHi
H abolition of allied' old age, or of failing health, or to
ing to put pressure behind tho
est
concession
Fe
of
Santa
the
is yet available.
news
superintendent
to
bills
them
clan
of! Already twenty-fou- r
appropriation
differences
censorship of Turkish newspapers' because of ginve
'shops was, asked last night what
up by March 4. The budget will effect the
and withdrawal of supervision over; opinion with the majority of their been
Ethel WTtelan and (insert) Blanche Pant
striko will have. He reat Cuquil
be submitted early in December
a
teleConstantinop!"-Angortold
associates."
the
can be
republican
it is known there are 1
plied that nothing
Central Press)
the
which
at latest. It has
ur:
"cut t"
(if
(l!y
and
wealthy
through
internal
other
and
lines
will
The
also
it
that
t
it now, excepting
graph
dead.
seniority system
Clianaral a m ., r
lloston. Mass., Nov.
Eleanor ousiiiefM men anil Muuents were civil
republican leaders snicl, about
in the house.
administrative mai'hincry.
killed by falling houses
have similar effect to the M. Jtnrnes. tenneil the 1.
Hee vistimi'ed out of thousands.
"Queen
that Ihe reductions probably strike
predicting
otiee already Irs coino from
n
Jtafet Pasha, the nationalist govIt. was earl
called. The scope of the Blackmailers," is
Miss Whelan is alleged to have
would make easier the passage previous
ernor, now lias an eqti-- i voice in senators of the "Irregular" repub- wave combined that ae
upon the state authorities to the hive leading
ot
of the annual nills, stripped of of the effect will depend
the
the
fence
which
'
disposed
operatecl
and
to
to
matters
lican
i
in
all
number
intend
security
ic
the vast destruction
relating
group that they
strike the
Massa- - of all loot obtained, exclusive of
legislation ns they must be under extent of the
order in the city. He has bee n in- fight the seniority rule and demand luces of Antofagnsta, At
What the greatest ring of extortioners
tiie new senate and house rule?. 'of emnloves affected.
and
acted
the
kmuwu
sometimes
tiiuwuH lias eer
f ...
Hcuuiumg cash,
vited to draw up police, plans what they consider adequate com- Coqtiiuibo. The moven
Tho prospect that no substantial general effect may be upon
to Attorney Oener.il Allen
siren red".
which would be acceptable to An- mittee representation. Their fight ocean is described as phet.,. - V
Increases would be asked tor or system will be a, matter for future
Allen claims that the pretty
According to Miss Barnes, she! gora, but the allies will insist upon Is expected to eenteT about tun or It gave eeidence of a tcrrifii.
given for the army and navy was development:'.
girl has re- - arul Mi.'s Paul were til" Inns who retention of the control of pass- three
important chairmanship. ttirbance in the bed of tho Pacific,
oiiiMVinH
' " ' '
ui
all the secrets ot the ring.
expected to expedite passage of
vealed
"frariicd" A. Victor Scarlcs, the f.i- - ports, until after the pence
The democrats have not shown nny itself. There must have been such
is
and
heen Issued
being circulated, Arrested on a charge of bigamy, moan
these bills.
thou
him
and
mulcted
artist,
inclination so far to abandon the a tearing at the hottom of tho sea
bill:; among the. shopmen:
The regular nppropri.-C'oshe
bail, attempted suicide out of JUI.OOH after a fake raid on
In spite ot repeated and persist- seniority rule in the filling of mi- that immense quantities of water
Second walkout ot shopmen, on and Jumped
cannot bo taken up in Hie house
then uftir beinj,' recaptured de- an apartment where he was enter-- ' ent: reports
were sucked through, causing a trein
circulated
Europe nority commi'teo places.
until December 1. in J precedence the Santa Fe.
at tho instance of Allen, to triining the women.
and America that the sultan has
Chairmen of at least three im- mendous r" "ssion of the waters
Culled for 10 a. m. November cided,
will bo given tho
ship subsidy
activiof
Mif.s
make
her
clean
a
breast
Whelan. now
a; abdicated, the head of the mosiem portant, senate committees, finance. along the Chilean coast.
measure nt tho special soss'nn. 15th, 1922.
Miss world remains in tho Yildiz pal- naval, and
ties which extended from New
KffcctK of (lie Tidal Wutc.
neniterliary term, unlike
November ,th. IlUi.
postnl'fice. are to he
Several investigations,
adjourn- j
.vnucial. and the! ace.
re
to
Several times the ocean swept
to
fused
Chicago.
Parnrs,
He receives visitors and dis- chosen In Ihe next congress, chair-- '
ed over election, are to be recame liae.k in the
Prominent In her revelations details of hi r operations are still charges his usual duties.
man MoCnmber, finance;
Town- - outward and
S'anta Fe System:
sumed. Including tho penalo Inwere the activities of Itlancho I'aul
flooding the
) .
send, of the postoffice; and Sena-- ) shape ot a great wave,
This letter is being drafted and and Ethel Whelan two comely uiuineu ill fnTL'(
quiry into gasoline and oil prices.
somo
add!-in
and
Allen
in
instances
!
Attorney General
tor Polndexter, in line for thei seaports
circulated by a commuted repre rnisstw who. she alleges, were ini- - tlon
Impeachment
charges of
LARGE
water
OF
the
to
to
OFFERING
'Ir.ims
away
Searles
the
affair
sweeping
in one of the
chairmanship of naval commit-- ' Tha violent effects of the front.
Keller, republican. Min- senting tho employes
tidal
C
hava
lll
)U
....
4.'
PUnaill
eyi.lenctt
riling
ir..cumioes
fee, will ba out after March
,ytks.j
i
th Knnta.
nesota., against Attorney ticr.or-PURSES TO GOLFERS
waves were felt from Antofagastn,
!."..,'.:;'. .,.,u i.'ae.i ..I! machine.
swindling of Fcorrj' of 'others, in- -'
Senator Smoot. Utah, is in line for' on
IHIL nil yiaui'-.Daugheny nip on tha house judi- iTCIIl, ,.:t
Va.Iellvio
on
to
the
north
are
tha
women
The I'nul and Barnes
eluding business men and wealthy
IS WARNED AGAINST (be finance committee chairman- south, covering about sixteen decalendar for this time for reasons which you
ciary committee
.alleged to have been the chief lures students.
ship and Senator Sterling, South! grees of latitude, or more
hearing.
will understand.
than
to
I iii ni Credit rn'glslation.
senator 1,200 miles.
New York Nov. 12. The I niteeb naKora, Tor postoince.
It is unnecessary for : s to say no
A start on farm credit legislaGolf association todav Issued Bodf-- Is second mini now on nav.il,
All types of craft lying In tho
tho 'ompnny is making
that
States
iyou
tion Is to be made by tho farm headway Ln 'breaking the s'rike.
it is known be desires to
various harbors were swept on
a warning and protest against thelbut
blocs during the shoit session. btcauso you know that is true. The
thme at the head of foreign
GR
large'
of
offering
shore, wrecked, or left high and
practice
Personal credit proposals of sev- eriuioment is In tho most deplora
ruinoeMei
to
'"'
inducement
an
as
prolesdry, and at scores of small porM
purses
t
eral bills, already introduced, are ble condition now It has ever been
Ainine, wharves and quays were destroy,
itaie,
to
in onen tourna - enminnren, senator
sionals
compete
to be composed and effort made
be
under
rule
world
the seniority
Is daily growing,
ed. Chilean naval vessels in th
ments and exhibitions.
to work out a reform measure to ,and the situation can
there
only be one
w lino low u. n.
" in. line for the naval chuii hi.m- harbor at Talcahuano. about 809
YALE
afford short time loans to farm- worse, and
are
unions
miles south of Valparaiso, when
the
commit"hip
outcome
statement of the executive
ers.
of soldiers' ultimate
Kiiii'iieT- ( ommlltce.
Had we realized the;
they felt the foreo of the waters,
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bonus bills also is in prospect but .going toofwin.
fi
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fromr sides the
power
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any
hamper
action was not believed possible most
will
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out to the open sea.
chairmanship
of us would not be in the shorn
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until the next congress.
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or from earning money to
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would not be here. But having'
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officials feel that
the
less
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Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
4 2
Highest temperatur0
I.owest . . . .
.28
14
Hango
Mean
35
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Humidity ot 6 o, m
8
67
p. m.
Humidity at
Trace
Precipitation
Wind velocity
.14
TMreetlon of wind
Northeasl
Character of day
Cloudy
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'From the Monthly Bulletin
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Originally Set for Nov. 13,
the Date isNowTentative- Iv 9ft fnr Wnt I fltpl Than
NOV.
Purls, Xov. 12. (by the Asxociat-Ci- i
press). The French fort'ipn office today announced that the
peace conference to tie
held nt Lausanne lind been tentatively set tor not later thun November 20.
Originally the date, set for the
convening of the oonf erenoe. was
Xovemher IS, but the liritiHh government desired a postponement.
It was said today that the British
nreuing for a still later date
than November 20, but the French
government could not nee why a
week's postponement should not be
ample.
The same uncertainty that characterizes the peace conference, still
clouds the proposed preliminary
of
the representatives
meeting
Great Britain, Frunce and Italy.
interof
desire
sort
a
The British
the
allied conference, to precede
gathering, while M. Pointhinks,
ting tho French premier, will
be
conversations"
"simple
that
lie has suggested Cur-zoadequate,
h can see nnd talk to Lord
the British foreign secretary,
is passing
Lord Cnrznn
while.
rkish

'we

n.

way

to

Lau-tann- e.

rather

vapue.
Italy's
Rome dispatches have said that
Premier Mussolini was not ready
for the conference at Lausanne Tomorrow.
They did not Indicate,
however, when he would be prepared to he represented at Lausan-to
ne, or what would be hia attitude
conversations between the principal nllics.
Most of the French delegation to
the conference, headed by M. Bom-- 1
ard Intended to leave for Lausanne. toniKht, but their trip was cancelled when M. Poincare decided
that he would await the arrival
here of Lord Corzon.
Premier Poincare will he busy
with a speech in the chamber of
It is
deputies next Friday, so that conexpected whatever inter-allle- d
Is
finally
ference of conversation
nprreed upon it will take place Satf. Poincare, It
urday or IsSunday,
even Willi ns to go to
is said.
Lausanne for a talk on Sunday with
Lord Curzon nnd Dr. Mussolini,
.particularly If this would serve the
convenience of Mussolini. Everything In this connection, however, is
C.a uncertain as the plans for the
Lausanne conference have been.
position is

'

Lausanne, Nov. 12. The com- -,
plicated Near Fact situation, which
constitutes perhaps the sorest spot.
row remaining in European polltl-cal affairs, Is to have what promises
to he, a thorough airing In the
:
aiptomatlc gathering of prime Importance beginning here tomorrow,
and which may continue for several
weeks.
Invitations to the parley, which
lias como to be known as the Near
L'ast peace conference, were sent
In the names of CJreat Britain
France nnd Italy to the governments of Japan, Kumnnla, Jugoslavia. Greece, Turkey and the
t'nlted States. The name governments also invited Russia and Bulgaria to send representatives here
"at a later date" to participate in
discussions eoncernlnjr the Straits
of the Dardanelles one of the most
!
on the agenda,
important subjects Y.wft
War
Will Seek to
s
the
plenipotentiaries
Primarily,
seek to end the war in the Near
' will
Kast between the Greeks and the
'Turks, which hns been sizzling, and
at times assuming more menacing
proportions, ever ttlncc the Sevres
.treaty of 1320 Informed tho Turk
that hia presence was no longer le-- :
sired in Europe. Actual military
.operations, In fact, were halted only
:i month
ko, when tho Turkish
forces under Mustapha Kemal
of the
Pasha, eomnianrler-in-chie- f
nationalist army, consented to an
armistice following the complete
defeat of the Greeks.
The attitude of both Rufsla and
'the United States toward the conference has presented many inter-- '
esting aspects, not the least of
- which is the Russian
contention
that she rmint take a leading part In
any negotiations centering around
"the straits, In which she has
"tremendous commercial interest.
"We are not making threats and
are not rattling the swords",
Foreign Minister Tchitcherin paid
"but we do Insist upon
' recently,
proper consideration In all questions relating to the Near Knst, and
particularly the commercial free-'doof the straits."
The United States, on th" other
hand, has declined to participate ,
officially In the conference, hold-Ing that as it never had been at
war with Turkey, it did not believe
,

'
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dairy products, that have been moving
during out in .the past year.
European
tlw conditions have been the cloud
strengthened
the
since
of
ever
horizon
the
most
agrilow
upon
price
relatively
cultural products, which was the war, and two opinions have been
weak spot in the .September trade held about the probable influence
Biuiauuu, uiiu ruuiudu li auivj i.iuri. ui iuioijc uyuu uur
xushvi,
approached that of October 1920. One has been that European pur- the nveelc ended October 14, chases probably would decline be- the number of freight ears loaded cause of Europe's inability to make
was 98.5,407, against yV),5v in the payments, and that we could not
corresponding week of 1921 and hope for normal conditions in this
in
in the corresponding country without
1,018,539
recovery
week of 1920.
Grain shipments Europe; the other has been that
have been seriously hampered by Europe must of necessity take our
the lack of cars, and undoubtedly principal agricultural products in
car loadings would be running at least as large quantities as be- above the 1920 figures if the rail- - fore the war, because of Russia's
roads were able to handle the busi- - disappearance as an exporter, and
offered. Coal production has that beyond this the United States
to
been below the mine capacity, due was sufficiently
partly to the lack of cars and pet along very well without
partly because of an indisposition Europe.
of purchasers to accumulate stock
It was inevitable that our ex- a falling market.
ports of agricultural products
would decline from the war figures
as agriculture in Europe recovered,
Industry and Trade
acThe industries are generally
although in the case of wheat they
with employment practically have been well maintained to the
full and wages continuing to come present time. On the whole they
into line on the higher level estab- - have been maintained in quantity
In all lines above the
lished in September.
level,
Down to this time events appear
of manufacturing raw materials
have been advancing, and efforts to have fairly well sustained the
being made to secure corre- - view that Europe would aeed to
sponding advances in finished pro- - take at least as much of foodstuffs
but they meet with no little from us as in the pre-wyears,
opposition. Advances in wool, cot- - and the recovery of business ac- ton and silk have forced mannfac- - tivity this year, despite our serious
turcrs to mark tip cloths, but al- - strikes, has given support to the
though the dealers yield a grudg- - view that this country can have
ing consent, goods lag behind the a good degree of prosperity even
materials.
Consumption of cotton though Europe does not overcome
by the mills in September was 495,- - its troubles.
344 running bales against 527,404
How Our Exports Have Been
in August and 484,718 in Septcm- 1921.
Paid For
Without disputing the conclu- ,.,
.,, ,.;
i.
Cotton Market Outlook
The weather has been favorable that there an. nme iinrerfnin fne.
to making the most of the possi- - tnro in
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estimate of 10,315,000 bales. The ability 0f Europe to find the means
stock in tins country 0f payment. It was evident that the
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2,88,000 bales, winch would heavy trade uaance wouId have to
m
y 3
be settlcd in 80nle manner, prob- i
over 13,000,000 bales.
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to a great extent b loans or
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of credit of 80rne kind( and
were about 12,00,000 hales. Do- - grants
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'3 runnmK
they would be provided in this
'.0.fTnS.Ump T
expor s are country.
It j9 known now that
year,
Foreign stocks, thcse have bf(:n provjdcd in arge
' ":- amounts.
j.ne total ot loans and
sumption in l'2J has been well credil, is not denniteIy known but
above that of 1921,
Evidently
Hn n
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u
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one
Lo Chicago,
leading resulted in an estimate above $900.- live stock commission firms, makes 000,000 for our
purchases of mark
the following statement as showcurrency and mark securities.
ing the improvement over a year
Crissinger's figures above
go:
without
$3,500,000,000,
credits. These he esti- Top Prices at Chicago
mates
at
IVr
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nt
$3,000,000,000 since Auk- (Iff
23.1922 8
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arc
country ,
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lavomuie iu a continuing volume is evident tnat altogether the off- of business practically to the limit sets against our exports, as classi- of our labor supply and transpor- - tied above, have amounted to con- talion facilities as long as foreign siderably more than a billion dol- markets will take the quantities of lars a year since the war,
our products, particularly farm
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nation in association with tho Allied
conferences.
j
unscrver From I. K.
The Washington government did
say, however, that it has sufficient
interest In the conference to send
observers hero for tho parley, and
outlined the subjects which particularly concerned It. Among other
things, the t.'nited States is on record as favoring unqualifiedly the
freedom of the Dardanelles; the
Sea of Marmora and the 13usporouH
as well ns the protection of racial
and religious minorities.
It also is recognized,
to the American neeretary according
ot state,
tlmt the United States has certain
very definite rights under the
capitulatory treaties, per-

taining to extra territorial concessions sranted foreigners; and again
that the Washington government is
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loans have been granted to Europe,
but once the credits are granted
they enter into the international
settlements and there is no knowing
how they will bo used. As none
of these credits were transferred in
mc iyi ui uiuucy u is certain ulul
they were used for payments with-.- ?
in the country, and Counted in set- tlement of our favorable trad
balance.
In addition to the credits created
by loans publicly floated in this
country, and credits granted for
the purchase of merchandise, an
important amount of credits has
been created since the war by the
sale of property interests in this
country of various kinds by
eign owners.
Finally, we have imported on
balance 'large amounts of gold in
the last two years, which have
counted in settlement of our fav-o- n
orable merchandise balance. Our
net imports of gold in the calendar
year 1921 were $667,000,000.
These credits, created in vari-tivous ways, although of uncertain
amounts, are sufficiently definite
to indicate how our exports have
been maintained.
The history of
the years since the war does not
disprove the contention that Eu-arope did not have within herself
s,
the resources with which to
tain her normal purchases in this
country, and that credits would
have to be granted,
Our Interest in Europe
And so, looking to the future at
this time, it will not do to simply
say that Europe must have the
usual quantities of our products.
Undoubtedly they are needed, but
r,
they will not be taken unless
tlement can be made in some way,
It cannot be assumed that they can
e,
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that much of the gold that we have
been receiving has come origjnaliv
from the reserves of Russia, and
that of these no great amount
t
maills We will Rct a la
of the new production, and, of
cours
jf a
othcr resorccs are
!laiiste(, the rcservos 0f Europe
mav be drawn upon for necessary
food supplies, but the exhaustion
of European gold reserves will not
be gomethinj for us t0 view wilh
equanimity.
We do not offer this discussion
for the purpose of suggesting that
as
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situation i, not normal in the sense
that our foreign trade is in bal- ance and can go on in the present
way indefinitely. The fact is that
our
exports have been financed by
. ...
j..
means, n,.
iiie sa:e 01
exiraoruinary
marks in this country has been as
much a makeshift for us in finan-'- f
cinpr our exports as for Germany
in finnnnW i...
er imnorts
We are not independent
of
Europe. It would be a very seri-M- r.
ous matter to us to have its
chases from us decline in a
siderable decree.
We are inter- estad that nolitiral and indnsfrlfll
conditions over there shall be upon
a settlcd and permanent basis.
i nere is reason to believe that
in many r;spect3 industrial eondi-th- e
tions have made substantial
provement in the last three years,
but the reparations question is still
in the way of the reorganization
........
........ .1
r.C T,'rnnnn
C
vi
lilli.llt.C3 .Jll na PvlUlIU
Jui .'f.-,"basis. That the recent postpone- ment of the payments to Belgium
is not accepted as assuring a final
is evident from the
settlement
further decline of the mark, now
valued at about 4,500 n the dollar.

(nr

im-w- ar

GROWERS
IN
CALIFORNIA
LOSE AT POLLS

CRASH

T.as Vegas. Jf. M.. Nov. II.
Mrs., Donacia Montoya of Mora was

here Saturday
painfully injured
morning, when the automobile In
which she was riding was struck
by a Ford Bedan, driven by T. II.
MeKlnley of Clovis.
Mrs. Montoya came to Las Vegas, In company with friends from
Mora, to witness
the Armiotlcc
day celebration and was driving
west on National avenue at Seventh
street when tho accident occurred.
No other member of the party was
Injured. Rugello Vigil, In whose
car she was ridlng.summoned an
ambulance nnd the Injured woman
was taken to the home of friends
on the West side.
Tier condition is not considered
iu i serious, aitnougll she was
badly bruised and w.is cut about
the face with broken glass. She
will not return to her home for
several days,
Mr, McKinky returned to the
scene of the accident to offer hfr
assistance, and later settled with
Mr. Vigil for the dumage done to
his car, A small boy who accompanied him was slightly Injured by
flying glass and th ewlndshield of
the sedan was completely demolished.

THE "DIVORCE EVIL"

Baltimore, Xov. II. Archbishop
Michael J, Curley In today's sermon
condemned
the
severely
"divorce evil," the public school
bill adopted in Oretron nt the
If fit elertion.
and the Scottish
Kites Masons and the Ku Klux
Klan for support he said had
been given these measures.
Tho high points In the archbishop's sermon were:
"America Is becoming Mormon.
T
think I would have more
for tho Mormon who married, keepst nnd supports four
wives at one time than the man
who marries women in tandem
one
them
fashion, discarding
et

Continued frmn Page One.

the issuance of bonds up to

to enable veternns to buy

farms and homes on eiiey terms,
(in the other hand, nn effort In

California to have the tax exempU other
tion of J1.000 allowed
veterans extended to those veterans
who wero released from active duty
under honorable conditions, but not
actually discharged, wns beaten.
The voters in several fur western states expressed their opinion
on questions of medical attention
and publlo tienlth. Osteopaths and
chiropractors won tne ngnt in
California to rmve licenses issued
by examining boards of their own.
Instead of by the slate board of
medical examiners.
were
measures
defeated In California and Colora- do, and an attempt in Washington
to prohibit the physical examination of school children except with
the parents' consent also was lost.
Single tux proposals were voted
down lu Oregon and California;
Washington repealed Its poll tux
and Oregon rejected an incomt tax.
Portland voters defeated a proposed $3,000,000 tux for the Atlantic-Pacifihighway and tha electric
exposition to be held In that city In
1925.
Two bond Issues were carried, a
J6, 000. 000 highway block in Colorado and the $10,000,000 series In
California for veteran's home and
farm aid. The fate of Arizona's
proposed $2,600,000 issue for the
Phoenlx-fo- s
Angeles highway Is
still In rtouht. An ambitious public
ownership plan for California, by
which the state was to undertake
the development of all Us hydro- electric nnd water resources, issu
ns
ing bonds up to ViOO.OOO.OOO
needed for the work, was lost by
more than two to one majority.
c

Prevent Influenza

Tho Tonic und Laxative Kffeet of
Laxative BKOMU QUIN'INE Tab-- 1
lets will keep tho system In a
healthy condition nnd Cms ward
off all attacks of Colds, Crip er In- fluenza. 30c.

after another.
EXTIRE FAMILY HAD 'FLU"
"America, I think, his one of
" 'Keep right on using Foley's
the rnoHt stupid populations
In
Tar. It will give quick
Honey
the world because it allows such relief, and
said the doctor, when the
as tho Ku Klux entlro family
organizations
had the "flu." Never!
Klnn to exist.
saw anything
so good." writes
"The Masonic body U directly Mrs. A.
B. Griffith, Andrews, Ind.
opposed to Catholicity nnd lias Neglected coughs
and colds often
at last thrown off the mask."
complications. FoThe nrchblshon was speaking lead to serious
and.
Tar
ley's
Honey
gives quick
about what ho declared was Ma- relief.
opiates (Ingresonic sunport' of the
Oregon dients Frvo from
printed on the wrapper).
school bill.

Want

Acfs

Bring Quick Results

Largest selling couch medicine In
thu world. Sold everywhere
Adv.

HALF

LEADERSHIP

MILLION

A

DOLLARS DAMAGE

handled 1,000,000 pounds of turkey meat hist season and they expect to equal r exceed this figui'O
for the coming holiday season.

which was considered a bumper
year for the birds. The price this
year, according to local produce
men, will be from 5 to 15 cents a
pound below that of 1921.
Most farmers In this section will
hold their turkeys until a few days
before Thanksgiving, according to
the produco men. Ono local firm

Among a membership of 16,662,
the American Instituto of Mechanical Engineering, reports only two
women.

GAU5ED BY FIRE

IN BOTH HOUSES

WW

Sweeping Alterations Likely! Stores and Buildings at the
to Occur in the Roster of
Army Aviation Post at
Titular Party Managers
Selfridge Field, Michigan.
Are Destroyed
After March 4
i

Washington, Nov. 12. Probable
chaiiKCs in thu leadorFhip of both
great parties in the next, con.irresid

I

Clemens, Mich., Nov. 12.

:,U.

Fire that threatened for several
hours to destroy the frame buildhas taken a predominating place ings at Selfridge Field, the army

fiiscussxona
n
here
in
and In conferences amonf members cf senate nnd houso as they
arrive in Increasing numbers for
the extra session which begins a
week from Monday.
was general that
.Agreement
swooping alterations would occur

for-ne- ss

GRAPE

IN

not disposed to see Americans discriminated against in favor of the
nationals of other nations.
on the con
Another side-ligference, and one which has played
no smull part in tho preliminary
Interest, is the attitude of the Unit,
ed States es regards the Allies tendency to exclude Russia from participation in the general deliberations.
It Is understood here that the
American government is strongly
inclined toward the belief thnt no
permanent solution of the Near
East problem can be hoped for unless steps ui
taken to conserve
and protect the legitimate Interests ARCHBISHOP CIJRLEY
of Russia In any settlement that
SEVERELY CONDEMNS
may be attempted.

feeling: and painful periods, fused
to eet up with a
pain in my bead SOLON
SUGGESTS
and pains in my
lower parts and
ABOLISHMENT OF
back. Often I was
SENIORITY RULE
not able to do my
work. I read in
Continued front Page One.
your little book
about Lydia E. merce, which will have to deal with
Pinkham's Veg- efforts to abolish the railway labor
etable Compound board and to amend tho transportaken
it. I feel so well
'and I have
and strong and can do every bit of tation act and the Adamgon eight-holaw. Six members must be
, my work and not a pain in my back
Tour republicans, Senanow. I recommend your medicine replaced.
and you can use this letter as a testi- - tors Townscnd, Kellogg, Polndex-te- r
Mrs. Phu,. Maser, 801
;momal."
and Frelinghuysen were defeatWinslow St., St. Paul, Minn.
Senator
ed, with one
democrat,
Just another case where a woman Pomerene, Ohio, while another
found relief by taking Lydia E. Pink- democratlo member, Senator Meyham's Vegetable Compound. Many ers, Montana, was not a candidate
.times these tired, worn-ou- t
feelings for
On the foreign relations
and pains about the body are from
three republican members
troubles many women have. The Vegetable Compound is especially adapt- nnd three democrats, retire. The
ed for just this condition, The good foreign relations post Is regarded
as particularly deslrnblo nnd va; results are noted by the disagreeable
ono after cancies always nre tho subject of
: symptoms passing away
sharp competition.
another.
A western firm is said to have
Lydia E. Pinkham'n 'Vegetable
Compound isaWoman's Medicine for made practicable the renewing of
'Women's Ailments. Always reliable. tumrsten lsmus after they have
Adv. burned out.
.
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grain,
PUT OFF ft WEEK ADVANCESandin cotton

on hia

EXPECT SHAKEUP

Current Business Conditions

PEACE MEETING

through Paris
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l'age Tw o

aviation

near

post

was

hero,

brought under control Into tonight, after burning, the structtres
housing the quartermaster'3 department. The stores destroyed
and tha buildings were valued at
nearly $500, 00U. Fifty or more
removed from the
airplanes
hamrars and parked on tha flying
wc-r-

rielrt for

safety.
the roster of titular pariy
Tho fire orginatod In the quarttfler March 1 in both se'i-at- ii termaster's
rear the
building
and house.
hangars, which stretch for more
1.1
on
than a mile around the field, and
iJefcut ot IteprcBCntatlve
dell of Wyoming, republican iloor WR9 toon beyond control of tho
leader In the house. In his cam- Mount Clemens fire department.
Depaign for election to tho lienaie, A callandforall aid was sent to could
apparatus that
retirement from tha democratic troit
orwas
from
be
that
spared
city
house leadership ot Keprtaentaiive
Kitchen ot North Carolina, became dered to tho field.
The quartermaster's building, a
of ill health, and announcement by
wooden structure, 00 by 150 feet,
Senator Underwood of Alabama was
the first to be destroyed.
that ho would nut accept
tho post garage and
as democratic senate floor Next was
that the oil house, where
leader, make it certain that new beyond
quantities of gasoline and
selections must be made for three huge
oil used by the army planes were
of the chief places of party
stored.
A high wind bore the flames
'unilKT of Aspirants.
toward the garnge and oil house
Already a plentiful number of and the firemen fought desperateare ap- ly, realizing that should tho oil
aspirants for leadership
pearing at both enda of the capi- lie ignited, the hanagrs, nearby,
tal and there has been much pri- also would be burned.
vate sounding ot sentiment during
All pilots and mechanics at the
impromptu offloo and lunch room field aided the fire fighters and
to
removo
stood In readiness
conferences.
The party caucuses In which the planes from their hangars should
setbe
will
catch
fire.
these
of
buildings
leadership
question
The fire broke out nt 7:10 p.
tled are not to be held until the
eve of tha convention of the new m. Before the Mt. Clemens apcongress but the situation la fur- paratus could reach the scene
quartermaster's building was
ther obscured by uncertainty as to tho but
There were
destroyed.
when that will take place. Ordi- all
In

man-uge-

rt:nrjon-sibillt-

is

Otllctrs dinners.

Up to the time of election no
opposition had developed against
Sneaker nillctt. His friends say
there is Uttle likelihood that the
nnrty will turn against him, hut
It Is conceded that if the speaker
Is returned to power the chancer
may be to the detriment of Mr
Western republicans,
Longworth.
particularly thnso affiliated with
have indicated that
bloc,
farm
the
Representative Anderson of Min-ns
nesota mleht step to the front
n.

formidable candidate for leader

to take the Place vacated by Representative Mondell. As chairman
of the oppropris tions
on agriculture, Mr. Anderson
hns been in chnrgo of the ngrleul-turn- l
bill In which the west has
taken greater interest than in most
other measures.

about twenty-fivthe field.
construction.

e,

at

All

sweet

fcreatSi

li's

LONG-LASTIN-

It's

cent package provides a

4M

treat for the ivhole family.

SATURDAY

Continued from i'nge One.
-t-

TURKEY

j

I

appet

A five

ECONOMICAL!

buildings In all
were of wood

next year because of Rchedulo limitations, shuttered two Crimson traditions. It was the first defeat administered by the Tigers on Harvard's own field since 18K6 and
the first time since tho advent of
the Houghton system In 1908 that
the same team lnis beaten the
Cambridge eleven twice in succession.

Full

G!

of Slaver that won't chew oat.

PRINCETON AND
YALE GRIDSTERS
CLASH

Aids

appetite aisd digestion, helps
to keep teeth clean and

y.

h
congress
narily tho
would not meet until a year from
Should an extra
next December.
session become necessary after the
present Acmtto and houso expire
next May, however, the leadership
shako up would bo advanced accordingly.
In tho senate, Senator Lodge of
Massachusetts,
republican leader,
nnd his friends here
was
his leadership.
hold
expect him to
reThey express confidence of his
election, but add that, like Senator
Underwood, he is not in the best
of health and may finally withdraw and consorve his strength for
othor duties. Whether the repub
lican "irregulars" of tho progressive or radical type would oppose
Is uncerMr. Lodge's
tain, but is regarded as an Important factor In view of general opinion that they will hold the balance of power in the next senate
us well as in the houxe.
Si'vcrnl Want Lodge's Job.
If Mr. Lodge should relinquish
the republican leadership, a half
dozen candidate!) are in prospect.
menAmong those prominently
tioned for the place are Senator
Curtis of Kansas, Watson of Indiana, Wadsworth o." New York and
un me
of Washington,
Tnr,,.
Li
....,it ci.U th men mention
ot Us possible successors to Sena-115- ?
tor Underwood for the minority
leadership include Senators summons of North Carolina, Robinson
of Arkansas, Walsh of Massuchus-- 1
etts; Harrison of Mississippi, and
Walsh of Montana. Under estabSimlished preeedent's. Senator
mons has the "call" for the place
under the custom ot electing a
leader the ranking senator in point
of service.
A change In tho office of president pro tempore of the senate,
now held by Senator Cummins of
Iowa, also is expected. Cummins'
associates saying that hecause of
his health, it is not probable that
Senntors
he will ask
Curtis and Jones are mentioned
place.
prominently for the outlook
!n the
Discussion of the
house has served to center attenthat the
tion on the possibility
delegation from Wisconsin, regardof
bloc
"progresed ns a compact
sive voting strength." may hold the
balance of power. In the mind of
some it even is a question whether
the expected republican slnte proof Speakviding for the
of Repreer Gillett and
sentative Longworth of Ohio as
republican leader enn be put
through unless approved by the
which will he
Wisconsin grnu
made up of republicans and a socialist.
Sixty-eight-

It's BENEFICIAL!
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CROP LARGER
KANS.

AR0UNDSAUNA,
Knns.,

Sallna,

12.

Nov.

The

thoughts of almost every man and
woman these days are turning to
the annual Thanksgiving day dinner. It will be interesting to those
anticipating purchase of a fat lien
or gobbler that produce men In
this vicinity estimate that 20 per
cent more turkeys wore raised
around Salina this year than last.

The Stewart Heater is Nationally known
for Its Great

jft

Economy

fsfrffsWif fW

The Stewart Hot Blast
Heater is one of the
best little heat plants
you ever saw. Although
its price is much lower
than you would think
it would be, it is sturdily built along scientific

IIIIF

IT'S TOASTED
one extra process
which gives a
delicious flavor

111

TT1

P

1

i
4
--

1

lines, it is most economical of fuel, it holds

asm

fire
with
is
and
ease,
genuinely
efficient.
over-nig-

;IstrikeJ
See tomorrow's pa-

per for news of the

Star Furniture Company's clearance sale
it starts Wednesday the 16th. Big
sayings
body.

for

every-

The reason for the low price of the Stewart lies
in the fact that it is made by the country's oldest
manufacturer of stoves, practicing quantity pro-- ,
duction, quantity distribution, and with a volume
of business large enougTi to command rock bottom
prices on raw materials. Another reason is that
Raabe and Mauger purchase Stewart stoves in carload quantities, saving a substantial percentage of
freight costs. If you want a real good heater, you
want the Stewart.

RAABE Sc MAUGER

First and Copper.
"If It's, Hardware

tjyUssssfkftittsfi

Windshield
3.

til

Glass-Lumb-

ht

Phone 30S
We Have It."

.om .iS.tMi;im itiiim liKftii. ytf

If

n'urtan ninn

Hi

er

RAMlKIIMiB LTJMBKII
Phnua
Sotilb I lrt Street

C.

CO.

m

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCIXAB
HKKIiAfTION
107 8.

Fourth.

Phone

I0S7--

For Christmas
Remittances
Per
England,

sterllns

Germany,

pounds

mains.

French, franca
Spain,

pesetas...,,,..

Italian lire.....

100

$147.00
01 C
1.80
13.20
4.25

Foreign Exchange Hates Sub
ject to Change.

VTK3NAL
AlBUQl'ERQPE.NM

PHONE 360
Parcel Delivery
And Mcsspnitcr

Messsces-

- Packages-Baggag-

IN

Srrlce.
e.

ALCOHOL
188 PROOF
Pints, quarts, gallons
For Your Car
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
Phone 421
423 North First.

FOR INFORMATION

Apply to any Realtor or Sidney M. Weil, Wright
Building, Fourth street and Gold Avenue.
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IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS ARE
LOOMING UP

Cll IIS"
u

KING OF EGYPT, WELCOMES
FIRST AMERICAN MINISTER TO CAIRO
1,

OIL TANK

Iy FREDERIC

SHORES OF S

FIRE SWEEPING

.7. IIASKIY.
Nov.
12. Will
Washington,
congress pass a new immigration
law at the approaching session?
Columns of Men, Women Will it be made
more diffcult for
the mnd of
Children Wind Along theifnreiRners ,o ent
the free and the home of prohibi
Roads and in tne Moun tion, or will existing restrictions
so modified as to bring in a
tain Passes of Asia Minor be
larger and steadier supply of the
labor that is needed in certain
Constantinople, Nov. 12. (by the industries.
Associated Tress). Iteports reachThese are
of wide.
ing Constantinople show that the spread Interestquestions
and importance
entire Christian population of Si wis',
which
much
will
be
concerning
Angora, Cesurea, Konia and' the heard when tho national
lawother large centers in Asia .Minor making
body is back on the job.
are in panicky flight towards the That
numerous
new
there
be
will
shores of the Alcditorranean ana
immigration measures proposed is
Black seas.
a foregone
conclusion, and at
JSiimsun, in the vilayet of,
on the Black sea, has 10,000 this time it is evident that their
fate
not
will
be determined with' .
X
It
t
and
40,000
of its own refugees
V
others are reported headed for that out a memorable fight.
want
immiCertain
interests
them
of
to
take
in
finest
ship)
port
out of the country.
Along every gration made easier. First of all
road and in every mountain pas; there ere the foreigners themare long winding scrptentine col- selves who are anxious to get
umns of men, women and children, away from distressing conditions
their native countries and esgoading along sleepy oxen pulling in
tablish themselves
in the new
wagon loads of their worldly goods.. world
of opportunity and peace.
People are abandoning their homes,
farms and everything in their eag- Second, there are the steamship
that find a great
erness to put the greatest possible companies
distance between themselves and sourco of revenue in carrying imtheir mortal enemies the Turks. migrants to these shores. They
The difficulties and inevitable would find it greatly to their advantage If the limitations Imposed
hardships of the wholesale evacuation have been increased by Incle- by the present law were removed
Dr. J. Morton Howell and King Fond of F.gyvU
ment weather, which Is bringing or so changed that practically
sickness or death to thousands. every foreigner who could pass
the
of
Tuscaloosa,
mental and
Dr. J. Morton Howell, Dayton, O., was warmly greeted by King
tests
James Crutcher
physical
Near would be assured of a welcome Fuad of Egypt when lie was presented to the court at Cairo as the first
Alabama, of the American
East .relief notified Constantinople when he approached the Statue of American minister to Egypt.
by courier today that the Wjilcr Liberty.
with
VariouB Industries In the TTnlt-c- d
front at Pumsun was crowded waitnervous or terrorized refugees
States are also interested In
government's passing on tho eliing for boats. Mr. Crutcher states moro liebral Immigration regula- gibility
of prospective immigrants
will
only tions. Notable among them is the
that the. available ships
R
OF
before they leave their homes
embark 2,000 persons. He believes steel Industry
which
is being overseas.
d
of the seriously handicapped by a shortthat not exceeding
"Instead of tho passport given
the age of common labor.
refugees will be able to leave
says
governments,"
The turnover among the un- by foreign
country within the period set for
"we should set
He skilled workers
IS
them to do so by the Turks.
in the aSecretary Davis,
employed
instandard, and those, qualified
therefore is making efforts to ex- steel mills has always been exon
be
the
to
should
determined
duce the Angora government
It is the sort
ceptionally large.
tend the time limit.
of a job that a man does not other side, giving our certificate
In stick at
other
from
places
Reports
very long after he can of qualification to those entitled
BRANDED
Asia Minor say the Turkish military find another at equally as good to admission."
males
for
The labor secretary has preIs withholding permission
or even approximately
as
good
from 19 to 65 years of age to leave wages. The hours are
pared a bill embodying his views
and which
congress will be asked in
the country and is allowing only the work Is gruelling, long
involving
reconvenes. Woman Farmer Was Not
it
women and onlirtren to depart.
consider when
perhaps the greatest
physical Under this bill every foreigner
bread
winners,
of
the
Deprived
strain
necessitated
in
kind
any
On Phillips Farm When
these refugees present a problem of labor.
applying for permission to come
rebe
would
to
States
United
the
beyond the efforts of the American
She Said She Was, AcEurope a Reservoir.
tests that
relief agencies.
For years Europe was a reser- quired, to submit toblood
is
free
Rear Admiral Bristol, command- voir which
his
will
show
that
cording to an Affidavit
a steady
er of the American naval force in stream of thissupplied
of all taint, that he has the phyi-ccommon
for
labor
over
Turkish waters, is concerned
to guarantee that he
Brunswick, N. .T., Nov 12
order the steel Industry of the United can strength
the Angora government's
earn a living when he gets (byNew
States.
There were practically
Associated Tress). An afthe
to
that all Christians must leave the no restrictions
is
his mentality
up
upon immigration here, that and
fidavit refuting the story of Mrs.
in
country and Is striving to have the and the Immigrants
his
character
that
from the Old standard,
Jane Gibson, farmer. of wliat she
nationalists momty this attitude.
World were accustomed to ardu- such that he will make a desir- saw on the I'hillips 'farm on the
Hy winter there is expected to be ous toll that earned them
citizen.
American
able
a
but
night of September 1. last, when
a. million or more of the inhabi"And if he doesn't measure up the
existence.
Ilev. IMwnrd Wheeler Hall and
They found that
tants of Asia Minor on the bleak, bare could
'
conclud.-he
here,"
gets
Mrs. Eleanor Iteinhardt Mills were
go Into the steel mills after
shelterless coast of the Black sea, they
with
nsree
will
"all
Mr.
Divis,
naupon their arrival, me, ihnt h should be sent back murdered, has been obtained from
Immediately
begging to be rescued. No oneenorthat their
of our
ignorance
neighbor of Mrs. Gibsons and
tion has the facilities for the
or
of
the work was lit- to the country from which he given to tne autnnrities, counsel
is
language
it
and
mous task of expatriation,
came."
the tle or no handicnp to them, and
for the rectors widow announced
admitted it is far too great for nathat they could earn wages that
tonight.
limited means of the league of
milwere
to
them
almost
to
the
unbelievably
Deputy Attorney General Mott,
tions. If In addition
welcomed
the
They
special prosecutor by
appointed
lion and a'half Christians in the in- large.
T
COAST-MIS0 chance.
Governor Edwards to investigate
terior and Constantinople, the
In time this stream of foreign
the crime, was not in New BrunsGreeks. Armenians and other
of the labor was checked by immigrawick today, and no official anforeigners Isare forced out will
be
laws
tion
then
came
and
nouncement of the receipt of the
there
the
believed
It
country
affidavit was obtained by Timothy
a stampede or tremendous propor- world war, which cut It off enAfter the war it wns as
tions entailing endless misery and tirely.
Pfeiffcr. Mrs. Hall's attorney.
elebest
if
dam
tne
the
the
confusion.
reservoir
The affidavit is signed by Mrs.
Already
forming
ments of the British, French, had hurst and there was a prosNellie Ji. Russell, whosj home is
American and other nationalities pect of this country's being over
near that of the
"eye
h
liave left Constantinople and the run with cheap European labor,
murder.
witness" of the
inis
In
to
business
led
This
more
of
on
daily
sets
the
forth
law
drastic
nteht
the
that
(paralysis
'It
creasing.
limiting the number of imml- September 14, during tho time that
sent
relief
The Near East
today
Mrs. Gibson said in her statement
Ki'ium ttitu may come innu any
the steamship Belgravian to Sam-su- one country to the United States Lieuts. Kelly and MacReady to the authorities that she was near
to begin the embarkation of in one year to 3 per cent of the
the scene of the shbotinsr. she was
Will Attempt to Make a at the home of Mrs. Russell.
7,000 Greek and Armenian orphans foreign born of that nationality
who are fleeing the country in view resident in this country in 1910.
Mr. Pfeiffcr said that the affiNon-sto- p
Trip Shortly Af- davit bad been obtained
of tho Angora government's orders
Under the strict enforcement of
after Mrs,
for the evacuation of Anatolia In that law the number of foreignRussell
had written to Mrs. Hall
ter First of Year
the next 30 days.
ers given the glad hand by Uncle
telling her that Mrs. Gibson was
Snm dropped from 1.000,000 to
not on tho farm when she had said
Nov. 12.
Pa.,
Grove City,
she was. Mrs. Hall, he said, re
something under 300,000 In the
course of one twelve-montand Lieutenants Oaldcy Kelly and ceived the following letter on No- almost immediately the steel in- John MacTleady are planning to vembcr 7
dustry encountered difficulties In mako their next attempt to fly. "Mrs. Frances Pt evens Hall,
"Madam: In regard to .Septem-nlansecuring a normal supply of com- across the continent in an air-- 1
mon labor.
without a stop, shortly ber 14, Mrs. Jane Gibnon was not
!
TO
AT
When wages of steel workers after the first of the year. Tho at the Phillips farm at 10 o'clock.
were voluntarily raised just nt route will be from New lork to She came over at 10 or a little
the time wages in other indusfore to tell me she bad taken mv
Diego.
tries were generally being reThis announcement was made dog from a man on Hamilton road,
and when the railroad labor here today by Lieutenant' Kelly, She sat on the steps of my shanty
ATTEPJD PARLEY duced
board was slashing the p3y of who flew
from McCook Field at a while and I gave her $1 for
there were
in a "runabout" plane, to ing my dng. Then I went, with her
railway ' employes
many expressions of surprise and visit his parents. Mr. and Mrs. V. to her home and got the dng. We
not a few of criticism. Employers ,1. Kelly. Local members of the talked a while and then I went
;At Least Part of the Greek In other lines who subscribed
to American legion gave a banquet home, nt 11 o'clock."
In the absence of Mr. Mott or
labor must be de in his honor and the airman was
nolonntinn lc
FYnortprf tn!the
.
N
tha
that
fut
,iat(l
controlIn!? presented with a gold atch the any of bis aides no information in
uwyuuvi
;
Arrive Today and the Ru factors in the steel industry were gift of local' citizens, in recogni-- 1 regard to what action would be
tion of the long distance record taken on the affidavit could be
upsetting the applecart.
;
"How ran we get wares back to
manians Tuesday
recently when Kelly tnlned. Mr. Mott was in eonfer-an- do
Newark with other
steel
"if
the
normal," they asked,
MacP.eady flew from San once in was
icials, it
learned, on plans for
;
to Indianapolis.
Lausanne, Nov. 12. (by the A- people grant increases that are
"We are convinced that the 'taking thP case before the grand
ssociated Press). The arrival at not even demanded of them?"
was
The truth of the situation was strain of
over the .lory. It
the intention of the
CLnusanne tonight of Ismet Pasha
climbing
heated officials, It had been reported, to
in California
'ith a party of 18 Turks gave the that the steel interes's were bid- mountains
for indictments against the
aiear eastern conference the first ding for labor which they had to our motor to such an extent that ask
American
and two men named in Mrs
born workers the cooling svstem was damaged," women
Until Ismet have.
nuch of actuality.
C, Kei--i n'n otntntvinnt
not
will
take those jobs at wage
left the train, Iausanne was still
T.iputonnnt Kollv.
fll- ATI
Tllflkn
rates
1a
which
"Tf
as
can
tn
ihincr
about
nno
there
command
conference,
they
skeptical
'was rumors that the Turkish gen- elsewhere, the foreigners already titude flight, traveling light. n',t CHI
GO WOMEN HELD
eral would go on to Paris at the In- nere move steadily
from the
emf,L9rr(y'ifngUlta
IVl?
MURDER CHARGES
ON
'Vavy
steel mills to other Industries, and
vitation of the French.
All tho crowds were cleared from the reduces labor supply frcm cargo.
the Lurope will not meet tho de
the station platform prior to offi"Mac and I feel certain we can
Chicago. Nov. 12. While the
mand.
arrival of the express, police
flight from'p0lirB
make the
the
toriay investigated
violence
Situation Actually Acute.
cials, apparently fearing
New York to San Diego without ,ie.lth of thplr forrner busbfit.ds
1
a
few
from Greeks or Armenians.
A
re
Only
days ago it was
much difficulty.
special
relatives. Mrs. Tillie
Ismet Pasha is a swarthy little ported from Pittsburgh that an erty motor is being built nnd w'o,KIirnpkother
stumer
nn(1 Wrl!
N(.1!la
man of about 45, with a small black otner increase
of 10 per cent want to tackle the flight justas Koulik sat stolid and uncommunl-soo- n
moustache; ho is far less imposing would be given common labor
machine is ready.
as
the
in
cative
an
tho
nt
cells
outlying
in appearance than many of the no ncuto was the situation re.
Kach is charged
police station.
members of his party, who are tall suiting from the shortage of this
with the "nurder of a former huswith military carriage. He was cinss or workers it was stated that DOG LOVERS PROVIDE
band
by poison. The bodies of
cheered by a large group mms were operating at
heartily
three former husbands of Mrs.
only
A BURIAL GROUND FOR
o Swiss gathered about tho
per cent capacity when thev
Kllmek have been exhumed nnd a
would he working at 90 per cent
REMAINS OF DEAD PETS chemical analysis is being made
The French consul announced u suuieient
labor
could
be
ob
while
the hodv of a former htis- would tatned.
tonight that the conference
Nov. 12. Dog band of Mrs. Koulik has already
Wash.,
not open tomorrow, tho original
Spokane,
an
view
in
oi
mis it is ap- lovers of Spokano have provided shown traces of poison, according
date fixed, and added that no date parent that
will be
congress
hud vet been absolutely settled up- pressed with demands to ease up a burial ground to, be used exclus
Plans have been made for ti
caon. November 110, however, is now on iioiiiigraiion restrictions.
ively for remains or ctepnrieu
burning tbe bodies of twin children
On the other hand, it has been nine pets.
regarded as the day on which the
of Mm. Koulik
grand da ugh-- 1
conference .will
begin.
madoN equally clear that all such
The cemetery, two acres in ex- ter, since the and a have,
... ..f nf iha rtrcnlt dele
t
learned
be opposed vigor tent, is located three miles north that they died .police
will
proposals
under mysterious!
gatton la expected here tomorrow ously. iahor leaders are girding of the city. A marble monument circumstances.
on
Tuesday. themselves for the
and the Rumanians
fight and rally- to the departed pets will be erected
"We may open n dozen graves
Riza
Only one woman, Madame
ing their forces for an onslaught In fhe center of tho plot.
of husbands, children nnd other
Koue Bey, is with the Turkish dele- on congress such ns gives
"is a memorial to
Tho
cemetery
atprom
relatives
of these prisoners," Wilgation and she is not officially
known thorough
ise ot a iiveiy winter,
two nationally
liam V. McLniiThlin,
assistant
tached.
Ace,
Southern
Stcltz'
President Gomperg,
of
the bred dogs,
state's attorney, snid tonight.
American federation of Labor, in 4 pnl n nnd t Oman s - r rum-- ,
BIDS FOR WESTERN
wnat ne termed "a bugle, call to eneker soaniel. A brass plate beat
has served notice' of the ing an inscription to the two dogs
YELLOW PINE ASKED duty,"
militant intentions of the inter- to
whose memory the plot has been
The United States department of ests he represents. He undertook dedicated will be placed upon the The most
fconomlcal, clcansln" and
to
latest
agriculture has sent out itson the he speak for American labor when gate leading Into the cemetery.
Rermlcid-v- l
of all antiseptics Is
said that if congress gives way
call for bids for timber
ot tne nog cem
idea
the
Although
Panta Fe forest. A new block of to "the demands of powerful em- etery originated with the owners
feet of western yellow ploying Interests" in the matter
4,000,000
ofthetwopets.it wilt be open to nil
pine and Douglas fir has just been of new immigration
legislation northwestern dog fanciers, who
released for cutting and it is for "the tide of aliens will be beyond have
tho privilege of using it ns a
estimate and American labor will
this cutting that bids are asked.
place for their de- A
The timber which is to be cut be driven back before an avalanche final resting
soluble Antiseptic Powder
animal friends.
covers an area of approximately of newcomers
whose standards parted
to be dissolved in
What is said to be the onry otner
1.000 acres.
It is all virgin, ma- are too low for American work- cemetery
of its kind Is located at
Water as Needed.
tured timber. The tree.s which are ers."
state.
New
Hartsdale,
Tprk
to be cut are from 200 to 300 years
It is admitted that the S per
As a medicinal
foi
antiseptic
2.r0
tho
is
while
cent law was essentially a measold,
average ace
douche In treating rHlurrh, InflamAI1MV AMI NAVY "V."
ure to check this "tide of aliens"
years.
mation
ot
or
nose
ulceration
It Is contemplated that this tim- arbitrarily pending the developEl Paso, Toxas, Nov. 12. An
md J.nt caused by femlnlnt-'Uber will be handled with an oil ment of a permanent immigra-tio- n army and navy "T," which will throat,
It
as no equal. For ten vearr
to
mill
burning engine
operate the
policy under which only the cost $250,000 to erect,, will be the Lydla E. Plnkhnm
Medlcln. Co
and is the largest block which has most desirable of the foreigners built here not later than the lat hn
recommended
Paxtlne in their
been released to bo cut in this applying for admission to this ter part of 1923. The final selec
manner. The timber is located on country will be allowed to enter. tion of the site and the ptepara- - private corrf spondence- with worn
en, which proves Its superiority
a site where there is not sufficient Secretary of Labor Davis in dis tlons of the plan nnd
Women who hnve been cured say it
water available for a steam engine, cussing this phase of the subject tion are the only things, itspecificaIs said, Is "worth Its
in gold." At
for culi- has placed himself on record as standing in the way of actual drtigtfsts. ROe, weight
though 'there Is eno-iglarce box. or by mall
nary, livestock and cleHniriE
favoring some modification of ex construction work starting on tlw The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass
isting laws so as to permit of thls, building.
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FARM

Page Three

CORRESPONDENCE

SEIZED

REVEALS

ENGLAND

IN

RISK WAR PLOT

AT HUMBLE. TEX

"hard work la now being regarded
as unfashionable," uritlci .ed ornan-izelabor seeking a shorter working d'iy. Tho minimum working
day policy, ho said, is discouraging
capital from putting money into industry.
"There Is no better way to earn
money than to save it," was Mr.
Rockefeller's advice to tho clast.
His father, he said, had saved
$"ifl,000 a year In one oil refinery
by ordering ono drop of solder
saved in sealing each can of oil.

SHORT CAMPAIGN

E

I

IS

'S

E

Lightning Causes the Blaze Proposed Measures Have General Elections Are to be
Which Is Spreading Over
Held Wednesday: No
Been Submitted to de
an Artificial Lake Formed
Clear Cut Issue to Excite
Valera for Approval: National Troops Attacked
Passions or Enmities
by Heavy Rains

COTTON' CAUGO.
Galveston, Texas, Nov. 12. Th.i
cotton cargo of the steamship
".Tacona,'' totalling 10.20:1 bales,
of which 1,400 bales were
and 14,863 bales for GenHouston, Tex., Nov. 12. More
Dublin. Nov. 12 (by the Asso- London, Nov. 12. (by the Assn- re - 'r ated Press.) Wiille iho orators oa, la believed to be the largest
the
than a million barrels of oil was ciated Press.) Since
cargo of cotton lifted here fcr
doomed early tonight and indica- sumption by Eamonn de Valera l"forc
voting. thi seers and Genoa and Naples vUthln the its:
tions were that a similar amount of his title as president of tin rarles the
over
to
time
are
working
four years.
nnd the reenns' :f ast the
Irish
probably would be consumed In a tntlon republic
horoscope of the future,
of the repuiuican council 'olitical
a
is
cloud
under
spectacular fire sweeping the Gulf of state, backed by the republi- I cause aprophesy
great majority of the
Production company tank farm at can nrmy, the wnr In Ireland has
ewsnaper experts went wrong in
a
new
entered
caused
Humble.
the
phase.
Lightning
that Uoyi
George's
paedicting
h'u; j1 lends
correspondence
Captured
would control tho Carlton
hlaze, which was spreading over
proposed war measures c uh meeting, which cast off the
an artificial lake formed from rain revealed
which have been submitted to de coalition and declared the conser-AilivSunday.
ComValera for approval, and It Is asparty s independence.
enormous
Thne
underground! sumed that whatever is now done
.Moreover, nil tho prophets take
proOne
sanction.
reservoirs, said to nave a capacity is with his
b lesson from the American dec
of 400,000 barrels each, already posal, calling for the burning of t 'lis. fresh in their minds and;
two
of
Wedneshouses
1
the
that
private
were !fllaze and the boiling infer'dgo with the admission
pronrletors, is believed to Ule they are making their pre- no was spreading rapidly toward have been
Valera.
de
16th.
votert by
tions on normal form in tne pon
three other nearby pits. The The policy now seems to be tc
al race, their forecasts may conu
whole farm consists of twenty attack barracks and insn gov- everygrief through some unforsee- ernment nrmca iorces on un- :u j0 cause.
tanks, all of which may be lost.
In
10
effect.
are
next
The blaze can be seen for
doubt
pho. only Issue In
ground that they
miles in every direction.
British strongholds and British
Vdnesday, when the general
it .ins are held, according to the
Workers Handicapped.
Is
are handicapped In
Irish national forces are being c nims of the conservatives
Workers
were w hether Honar Law's party will
fighting the blaze, both from the treated exactly as if they connmmand a majority in the house
heat and the condition of the field. British nnd throughout the
llainB the last two or three dayB, try men suspected of giving in Iff commons over all other parties
have almost flooded the section formation to the government are.iomhined.
"SERVICE COUNTS
are
Coalition and
nd fire fighting apparatus cannot , declared In government circles to
thrown
as
o devices which were
have been executed
spies.
be moved quickly to tho scene.
rhonrd at the Carlton club and
body
Shortly after 8 o'clock tonight it There is still a considerable
certainly
troops in Ireland nnda which the conservatives
was said that some oil wns being of British
khaki-claare anxious to sieer clear of beis
"Tommy"
drained from three tanks not yet the
to
return
to
want
streets.
in
cause
the
familiar
they
figure
ablaze and efforts were being made
Lord
straight party government. whlcl:
to keep the fire back by throwing Hut except in a few instances,
the British soldiers have not been I'enverbrook's Daily Express,
steam against the lenping blaze.
of the re- backs Bonar Law strongly, gives
The farm is situated on a prairie molested, the attacks
the Asquith libbeing confined to the him foitv majority, each
and fears are entertained that oil publicans
about 120
nnd labor
erals
national
Irish
troops,
immediate
will
spread beyond
na- seats nnd the Georgian liberals not
the
The
against
campaign
The site is three miles tional
property.
troops is rather more in- n.ore than Si".
from Humble, however, and will tense than
The short campaign now closing
it was' against the
and
not menace the town proper.
Black nnd Tans, but it is of the v,n. hei.n one of tho soberest
as
While the oil belongs technically same type,
Itunest in modern days, as well
to the Gulf Production company,
one of tho most complicated. Theres
PHONE 30
no clear cut issue to excite
the earthen storage belongs to the
or cnemities. There is no great
Gulf Pipeline company, a subsid- BREAKDOWN SUFFERED
iary.
BY VtltKAN AUIUH pVt cause. Mr. Uoyd George's
At 9:30 p. m. hope of saving any
hlau of strategy has been to
of the million barrels of oil immeNov. 12. Frank Bacon. Ifr,d his administration, and he Is
virtually wns
diately threatened,
at his best on the
It developed that the veteran actor nnd star in
abandoned.
who last night suffered
n)nsive.
first tank catching fire contained
ii(,m II
Apparently none of tho nig to
r.SO.OOO
barrels of oil and that two breakdown and was forced to nban
this campaign desire leave p
other tanks on the same lot don his part temporarily, will ne'er in wounds
that would
to his home nt Bayslde, Ifong;flict
brought the total oil stored up to
Island, or to a winter resort in
more than one million barrels.
commons
will mane smut u
Officials of thm Sun company few days, it was nnnounced to i n in the
scheme a possnniity,
which has 500,000 barrels of oil night.
u,.. ...
actor, who haslaiul no one
The
stored in the same vicinity, an$5
career
a
extending,"
stago
nounced tonight that they believed enjoyed
lias
over
37
who
and
years,
piayeo
loss could bo prevented.
tho title role in his present vehi- CRITICISES UNION
Blast Shakos Houses.
years, LABOR FOR SEEKING
Have you purchased
A woman living near the scene cle for four and
said that when the lightning struck said he expected to be back in the
Polar Cub elecyour
DAY
to
Boston
a small cone of flame shot high cast when his play goes
SHORTER WORKING
tric
will
yet?
His
December.
In
late
play
Into tho air ns if following the
vacuum produced by the s'roke. continue to the end of its run here
These have 11 Inch
Nov. 12. Violation
New
YorK,
This was followed bv a great blast early in December.
of prohibition laws wns attributed
copper reflectors and
which shook her house, rattling
Jr., in
by John 1. Rockefeller,
are guaranteed one
windows nnd dishes. Other nearby
Don't turn the hose on your car speaking to his men's bible clasH
residents report distinct shocks.
S3.00
in order to wash it. Water, forced at the Fifth Avenue Baptist church
year at
out In this way, gets Into
today to a presumption on the part
Imlaws
and
doesn't
of citizens to choose which
xrw
places
the ear. t'se a sponge and to observe nnd which to break.
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 2. Con- prove
bucket.
"If we want changes in our laws
tract for construction of a new
and in our government." he said
JS5.000 hnildlng to house the
More than 25,000,000 acres of "wo can do our duty in that respect
'TAJRrjjTlUWf. CO
Fidelity Pavings States bank, at
Sixth and Kansas avenues, has land nre operated by women farm- ai the polls and not by destructive
man
No
defersion.
and
In
criticism
the United States.
The work ers
lust been awarded.
is a good citizen who will obey one
will begin at once and will require
ftmm mmiiiiiiiimiimiTinmiii'iiiniirniiiiniimiiiiiiii
law and disregard another.
'
about five months to completa, it
auiuiii uuiiiiuiiiiiuiiiuiiujiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiiii,i:iuiid!'
Results
Ads
Want
wan said.
Mr. Rockefeller, declaring that
Bring QuicK

See tomorrow's
per for news of the

j

e

Star Furniture
pany's clearance sale
it starts
Big
day the
for
savings
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Dress in Comfort and Bathe in
Comfort With a Westinghouse
Cozy Glow Electric Heater

i.asvv- -

'

'

,

non-sto-

p'

Lih-inn(-

Special

To

Women

,

-

Dress in comfort, bathe in comfort, live in comfort! No matter how chilly the house may
Radiator.
be, you can have a comfortable, warm spot with the Westinghouse Cozy-Glolet them
in
their
take
'baths
the
kiddies
let
them
on
warm
comfort;
Keep
chilly days;
Radiator will do it for them, with no danger of setting
play in comfort. The Cozy-Glofire to their clothes.
It throws the heat rays in any direction, just like a searchlight the glow is soft, warm,
pleasing. It comes in an even stream from the big polished copper reflector. A heavy black
base prevents the Cozy-Glofrom being knocked over, and yet it is very easily carried
w

w

w

about.
You'll be proud to own one.

Westinghouse
Radiators
Cozy-Glo-

w

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"AT YOUR SERVICE"

Phone 98
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3 FOOTBALL TEAMS

CUE ARTISTS

II

i. Y. TONIGHT

Three European and Three
American Billiard Stars
Are Entered in International Contest

Chicapo. Nov. 12. A triple tie
for the western conference ioouaui
between Michigan.
championship
most
Chicago and Iowa was the
footprominent possibility on the
ball horizon tonight an a result of
victory .over the
Illinois'
Wisconsin
undefeated
heretofore
team yesterday.
in
harrier
Town passed another
Minnesota, 28 to 14.8
defeating
while Chicago was scoring a 14 to
victory over Ohio State. Michigan
was idle but Northwestern won its
first conference game in two years
13, nnd
by defeating IMirdue, 24 to
Indiana lost, 3? to 0, to West
intersec-tlona- l
this being the only
game of the day involving
a conference team.
Iowa's Chances.
Iowa's chances at present appear
better than ttiose or either of her
rivals for the JIawkeyes finished
the hardest part of their schedule
vesterday hy defeating Minnesota.
Ohio and Northwestern, two oft the
weaker Big Ten elevens, are the
remaining barriers to Iowa's championship hopes. Chicago has yet
to meet two dnngerus opponents
and Wisconsin, while
in Illinois
meets Wisconsin and.
Michigan
On form to date the
Minnesota.
leaders should all emerge victorious although
Chicago probably
will be extended in both games and
Wisconsin a
find
will
Michigan
dangerous rival.
Wisconsin, eliminated from the
front rank, may finally decide the
for every team
championship,
beaten by the Badgen from now
on will eliminata a champion contender.
The Cardinals will face
Michigan at Ann Arbor next Saturday. Michigan having the advantage of two weeks rest nnd a thorough knowlcdse of the plays Illinois forced Wisconsin to uncover
Saturday.
Chicago, which faces Illinois, will
take no chances with the Indians
although the down state team Is
not a logical winner. The propensity of Zuppke's men to play good
football against good teams, re
gardless of the caliber of Illinois
material, will keep the Maroons on
guard.
Judging by past performances.
Towa should have little difficulty
in handling Ohio State at Columbus despite the good showing made
by the Buckeyes against Chicago
yesterday.
"Mope" Against Ohio.
The "dope" is against the Buckeyes, based on Minnesota's
victory over Ohio and Iowa's
victory over Minnesota.
Northwestern wilb be the only
other conference team to take the
field Faturday and anticipates an
easy victory over Monmouth. Outside the conference the most notable, game of
tho day for th?
n
team Saturday was
Notre Dame's
scoreless tie with
Army.
Next Saturday Notre Dame w'U
meet .Butler
at Indianapolis.
Neither team has been defeated
this season and both have conquered worthy foes, although Notr
Dame again has the most enviable
record and will rule a slight favorite. Conference standings inclufl- ing Saturdays games follow:
Team
Won Lost Tied
n
3
0
Chicago .
n
0
3
Iowa ,
a
o
2
I Michigan
n
2
Wisconsin
"
"
l
Minnesota

New Tork, Nov. 12. Six of the
world's greatest exponents of 18.2
balk line billiards, three Americans
and three European stars, are entered in the international professional championship
tournament
beginning tomorrow at Hotel PennThe
sylvania.
tourney will continue eight days and to the victor
will go a cash prize of $3,000 nnd
46 per cent of the net gate receipts,
besides the trophy emblematic of
the title.
Jake fiehaefer, youthful title
holder, will open the tournament
tomorrow night in a match with
Erich Hagenlacher, champion of
Germany and the "Dark Horse" of
thP event because it marks his debut in international championship
Play.

middle-wester-
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'
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Hark in 112

A husky young Swede, George
Uahlgren,
Drew attention by his remarkable work at fullback on the Beloit
college eleven. He waa placed on
eleven that year.
tho
Not content with fame on the
in for track and
went
he
gridiron,
hung up a state record for the hammer throw. According to the dope
at hand that record still stands un
challenged.
Then Dahlgren's college career
waa interrupted. When war came
he jumped into tho fray and saw a
long period of service overseas.
Last year ho returned to college
and
at the age of thirty-tw- o
proceeded to put on Buch a stellar
was
he
that
at
game
given
guard
of several
mention
honorable
mythical elevens. This year he is
still a star.
Page the goof who said "Vouth
will be served."

CUMPULSORY VOTING
LAW FAVORED TO GET

PEOPLE
Lawrence,

Nov.

12.

NEMM03LEA (OHFfiOArj
OA "DRY S MPS -

DOCTORS

O0UH'i0C'fl'MAK&Ttit'
GlMME

If

? SHOT - QUICK!!

NEBRASKA LEADS
IN

MIDDLE-WES- T

FOOTBALL
Two-thir-

of

ds

RAGE

the Season Is

Over and the Cornhuskers
Have Shown Themselves

a Strong Team
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 12.
Nebraska's victory over Kansas
score
by a
yesterday
a
leaves
them with almost
Valon
Missouri
the
stranglehold
ley conference football championof
ship this season.
28-to-

Two-thir-

the season is over and tho Cornhuskers, both in victories won
and the brand of football played,
have shown themselves an aggregation to be feared by any school
in the conference.
is still
title
The Nebraska
technically disputed by the Kan
sas Aggies and by Drake. Neither
of these teams has lost a game
but the Drake eleven has not had
a schedule that would test Its
mettle, as has Nebraska, nor have
her victories been gained by the
scores that were piled up hy the
The Kansas Aggies
Cornhuskers.
also remain undefeated, but two
tie games cut considerably Into
their championship possibilities.
the dope
The only upset In
yesterday, and that was slight,
was the victory of Oklahoma uver
It was the Kooner's
Missouri.
first victory and from past performances t,he was not rated to
get the long end of the
count against the Tigers.
The Kansas Aggies were counted slightly ahead of Ames as the
Iowa State college had met de
feat at the hands of two other
conference teams, but the 12 to-3
score was somewhat more lopsided than was expected.
games are
Three
on the program next Saturday,
One of them, the Kansas
struggle at Lincoln, will
finally decide tho leadership of
Should
two undefeated elevens.
the Aggies pull out with a vic
confermake
them
would
tory it
ence leaders, but this is consider
ed unlikely by football followers,
contest ut Des
The Grinnell-Drnk- e
Moines may eliminate Drake from
the top of the percentage column,
but otherwise will have little effect on the standing of the teams.
Oklahoma and Ames are scheduled for a struggle at Ames to
decide which shall go tho farthest
down tho percentage table. Washington, the only team withoutnota
victory In the conference, is
scheduled for next Saturday.

TO

THROW

Watowl foxfiivrEWfjsM,-

Theater

Today

i.v

Cut out this slip, enclose with;
Co and mail it to Foley & Co.,
2835 Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 111.,
A.Avrltlng
your name and address
Yon will receive in re-- "
clearly.
turn a trial package containing
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for coughs, colds and croup: Fo-i- a
TfMnpv Pilift fnr rtntna In sides
rind back; rheumatism, backache.
and
kidney and bladder ailments:
Foley Cathartlo Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly cleansing
..athartic for constipation, biliousand sluggish
headaches,
ness,
Adv.
Sold everywhere.
bowels.

IS

COMING

a m:w uhkss

I

OE0.3

and scenario by Bernard McCon-vill- e
Porter
from the stage play
Emerson Browne, and more skilled
direction at the hands of Emmett
J. Flynn, William Fox has now to
offer a second filming of the story.
Obviously, the cast is also a new
one, comprising stars who4have in
the past few seasons attracted considerable public attention, namely.
Estelle Taylor. Irene Rich, Levis
.

J0
Is

'

Bur-pri-

College-Colorad-

body.

"I like dat

Other Contestants.

The other contestants are Willie
Hoppe, of New York, holder for
more than a decade of the title he
Inst last year at Chicago to Schafer;
Welker Cochran, a native of Iowa
who finished third last year; Roger
Conti. 21 years old champion of
France, the only player to defeat
MfffiOf SOME AOr SO GOOD- Schaofer ln the 1021 tournament;
and Edouard Horemans, Belgian
champion.
Conti and Cochran will plav the
second match Tuesday afternoon
and in the evening. Hoppe and
Horsemans are paired. Except for
the opening day, two matches will
be played daily. The games will
be for R00 points. 100 more than
prevailed last year.
Besides the prizes for first nlace.
other award; are as follows:
Second place, $1,500 nnd 23 per
cent of the net receipts; third
place, $1,000 and 15 per cent of
recipts; fourth place, $7fi0 and 12
per cent of the receipts: fifth place.
role from anything she has done
Journal Want Ads bring results. jaso and four per cent of the re
ceipts.
heretofore.
All the well known Daniels mischief and sparkle are subdued and
the "good little bad girl" of the
screen appears as a shy and wistful orphan, oppressed and repressed by a pair i.' "low lives." She
is none the less appealing-- however, nnd her dark beauty is not
marred by her raggedy costumes.

kelly spring tires"
Of course.

They all do.

They Cost No More

Lo
Phone 823.

Fifth and Central.

,

Stone, Muriel rana, Marjorie Imw,
Numerous
rumors emanating
Mahlon Hamilton, 'Wallace
to the effect that
from
V. Mong and that Germanyis soon to
William
country
produce an
Lonsdale.
Harry
automobile tire that will revolutionize the Industry have not yet
BEBE DANIELS STO PRISES
eventuated and little credit is given
AS AN ORPH AN HEROINE:
the story by the big tire manufacSEE HER AT "B" THEATER turers.
Admirers who have got into the
way of thinking of her always as
dashing Bebe Daniels, get a
when they see her in "Nancy
From Nowhere," which is being repeated today at the "B" theater
for the last time, for ahe has in this
picture an entirely new kind of

-

tomorrow's
per for news of the
Star Furniture
pany's clearance sale
it starts
Big
day the
savings for

The Modern Woman

Wind shield wipers may have
their place but experienced motorists know that a little glycerine
rubbed over the glass will keep
rain, or even sleet and snow if not
too heavy, from obscuring the

Q HE is a business

woman. She make 80 per cent of all
purchases made in retail stores. She is an astute,
clever buyer. She runs her household strictly on a business basis.
She is constantly in touch with the stores and their offerings. Through the advertising she knows the lowest
prices, the best qualities and the newest commodities.
Long before she leaves the house for a shopping trip, she
knows exactly what she wants, where to get it and how
much to pay.
She buys merchandise of established reputation. If it's
clothing, she knows how well it should wear and what
the style should be. If it's a musical instrument,' she
knows what to expect in tone and workmanship. If it's
a vaccuum cleaner, she knows what kind of service it.
should give.
Ask her and she will tell you it pays to read the advertisements.
It will pay you too. It will save your time, money and
effort. It will help you dress better, eat better, sleep
better and live better.

vision.

CIGARETTES
now

for TWENTY
At this price where
is the man who can't

be discriminating?
e

i

Try reading the advertisements.
Your time will be well invested.
READ THE ADS. IN MORNING JOURNAL

!

today
"IV Theater Repeating
for tho last time the Kealart pic- '
"Nancy From Nowhere,
ture,
with Bebe Daniels as tile leaaing
star; also repeating "The Blue
Fox" episode anu the pictures ot
"Current Events."

VAMIMKE

THE ELlCTMtWEAT.GOOD-

MIL o Th6E HNNulL MEET M
FAYETTE CO.

WEMOffmtlqiOt.JCEMn
. s(k:m
XTTY.

Agsiies-Nebras-

.

this out
it is wonrii
MOXEV.

u

(1

m. PMWWHamcm decme
MOONMMEfS SC JKUMKS OA 'EM

1

the American people continue to
be as indifferent toward their right
of franchise as they have In the
past, Prof. It. B. Chubb of the department of political science' at I.vrlc Theater "Flower of the
the University of Kansas, declares
featuring Tienry B. Wal-thhe would advocate a law providing North,"
and Pauline fitarke aa the
for compulsory voting patterned
tostirs, is being repeated
after that now In effect in some leading
last time; alBO repeatfor
the
day
countries.
Kuropean
"It is not only a privilege, but a ing the comedy of two reels.
v
duty for every citizen of voting age
Post iron Theater Repeating
to exercise his prerogative," Frof.
the play, "Jonn Smith," with
"Wo claim we
declared.
Chubb
principal
are a democracy, yet w are not Kiigene alsoO'Brien as the the
"Fox
repeating
exercising the great democratic star;
News" pictures mid the comedy
principle if we do not take it upon with Harold
ua
star.
the
Lloyd
ourselves to express a cnoice.

tTT

f5

jplP

I

TOJHE POLLS
Kans.,

siS

Hallde Edin Hanum, the famous
Turkish poetess, will make a propDenver, Nov. 12. Denver
aganda tour of England and the
versity, tho Colorado School of United States.
Mines and Utah University are in
ne ieaa ror the ttockv Mountain
Princess Andrew of Russia has
football tiles as the result of the made quite a name for himself in
7 to 7 tie game played
D.
England as a designer of dresses
bore in a blizzard Saturday. Neither for
both the stage and society.
team has been defeated thjs season. Utah University, also undefeated thus far this year, did not
play. In other conference games
Colorado College won
See
Saturday
pafrom Colorado Unrverslty, 15 to 3,!
and the Utah Assies defeated Wy
oming University, 26 to 0. The
ComColorado Aggies Journeyed tf Des
Moines, Iowa, where they lost a
battle, the Iowana;
winning 10 to 6. Both tho D,
Wednesgame, here and the Colorado
o
University game
16th.
in Colorado Springs, were played
with a blinding snow storm sweeping across the field. Despite this,
everyhowever, Colorado
College beat
Colorado University by overhead
football. In both games played in
Uni-

Michigan, Chicago and Iowa
Should All Emerge from
the Race Victorious. According to Experts

i

numuea ringers ana ar
ball resulted in frefumbles.
quent
Colorado

IN

THE MOUNTAIN ZONE
TIED FOR TOP PLACE

BEGIN TOURNEY

IS POSSIBILITY

i
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Let Fatima smokers
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
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LECTURE?
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By George McManus

the International New Service,
U. 8, Patent Office.
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LECTURE
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.
MOUNT BLanc":
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PASTIME WEDNESDAY

William Fox's
plcturization of
The
Rudyard
Kipling s poem,
the
wieauT v eunusuay ih a
run of five days, under he title if
A rooi jnere was, was ine
of one of the first productions
which helped to bring fame to the
screen.
What might have been a good
of Kipling's
poem then would probably suffer
by comparison with a more mod- m vuuvuviii
in tun nunin iwitifs,
and the producer's indebtedness to
in'- umpire nas not an yet lanGirls have, supplanted boys a? guished or turned to ingratitude to
Tncu.seiiiLTerH at the Women's n.irtv permit it.
.With a mora recent adaptation
headquarter in Washington, D. C.
huu-Je-

ct

-

1922

Int-i-

.

PiATunit

fcuvtct.

tc

I

'HI
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Pajre Five

Woman s Daily M.agazine Page ill run

LONDON'S MOTOR

nan

i

RETURNS FROM FAR
NORTH TO HEAD
CLASS AT COLLEGE

itiaii

in

-n
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A STENOGRAPHER'S

ROMANCE

BY JANE PHELPS

v-

-

MFVU

AM) GLADYS HELP
COHA

two n regular salary I should have
to nave a girl, ana one wno was
if it were not for your
experienced
T tl.Ai.nh. nrhfin
fifat Ctl.rt.
49.
Chapter
v
pd that an Inexperienced girl whom
Occasionally the three girls
for a Bmau salary wouiu
In their little flat, but l could get
do, but I find the work brought me
very Bimply, and always on a Frl-- ; ncnrlu mm r f anaaniC ,)( t n
day or Saturday night if on a Sat- would demand a good salary and
strict about just yet I don't know where it
urday Cora was veryleft.
She said would come from.
the time their guests
I'll. flnnrera euve V1Va fl WlTl- to Nellie and Gladys, Kindly but
der," Nellie put in. ""I heard him
firmly.
"There shall be no breaking of tell his fattier you u oeen very
The
the Sabbath where I live. 1 can gritty to start out for yourself.
pay that respect to my father, and old gentleman is a dear too (Nellie
of
the
never spoke disrespectfully
to his calling."
Mr. Fallon as she had of
Nellie, us usual, had her little elder
Via
Altni(l thev mUKt
T?M,Ininn
joke:
extra work as
"Cora's the bouncer, I'm the give you all their wen.
as
tie s goyou did It
cook, and Gladys is the reception long
soon. He
committee!" but in spite of their ing away on a vacation doctor
says
both girls respected isn't very well, and the
and loved Cora too well to go he must rest."
ho
if
lose
your job
"Will you
against her wishes. So always, at
31:30, their guests made prepara- goes?"
WAV
I
tn
wn
filrmv
'Knn It
tions for departure.
These simple, infrequent gath- found out! I expect my face was
comical enough when they talked
erings were good for the girls, gave about
it. I know my heart was in
a bit of zest and spice to their lives
my
which otherwise would have be- my shoes, and I had a lump in
All at
come humdrum because of a same- throat aa big as a tea cup. me.
at
i
Mr.
looked
once
George
ness.
Nellie's oatmeal
cookies,
for
either lemonade or coffee, some guess he sawofI was frightened,
"Don't
like:
quick
home made candy usually consti- he said sort
will bo idle when father
tuted the refreshments. 1 And al- think you
You will have
Miss
is
Riley.
gone
of
unch
ways there was the little
the rest of the time
flowers she purchased, and her gay his mail and
we
will move
I
me.
think
help
spirits, to add to the occasion.
Gee!
Cora now yielded to their wishes vour desk into my room.'
felt funnyl First I was ho:
a bundle of but I onM
and often brought
HO
W11R
ETeat.
iha rpllpt
work home, work that must be fin- than
weak and faint. I wa3
ished by the morning.
They had Then I felt
was
I
second-hansitting down, i Know
d
hired a
typewriter and glad
one of the three would work all tho my legs would have wobbled fearI
if had been standing."
evening, or Gladys and Nellie take fully
"You are very lucky, Nellie! 1
turns.
"Gee! I'll be a lawyer myself If have a fairly good place but they
considerate,"
Gladys
of
this aren't very
you bring home much
'.-n(vpet nwfullv
' stuff!"
Nellie said as she worked
of
word
a
without
tired
working
a
Among Cora's first clients was
i expeciI
law firm. They had given her appreciation I altnougn
if
to
know
ought
briefs and similar material and oc- they think
them thev wouldn't
casionally she had taken the work didn't please
T can't hfln
Tint
thinking
home. At. first the technical terms,
if they would say:
the foreign to her phraseology lit wouldn't hurt
IS
Clone very wen ui
her 'lour woric
her, and n hindered
.
' bothered
n.tlVl VlUt something
Utt
like that. I am Just a
speed. x.iul miici of "it,
a pair or nanus.
usual quick grasp
anything in machine with
guess there aren't many men
which she was interested, the girl tii,"I nir
Nellie said, and
Rcnrro"
did the work as well as Cora could.
"Didn't I tell you the experience as they now often did, Cora and
exchanged giancea
would be good for us?" Gladys Gladys
must not
T.lttln
asked. "Really, Nellie. I think we nvinMtoo much ofNellij
her "Mr. George"
should pay Cora for letting us help think
it could only bring ner unnappine.
her."
Occasionally
"Nonsense!" Cora replied laugh- Tomorrow Gladys
Shows Bitterness.
ing. "I feel as if I should pay you
NELI-I-

T

Vl

'

DRII CROWDS;

-r
bvms mohton - A Jl
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Wert hngl on.

A $25 STYLE

FOR $7.00
closings, so popular
for the winter season, will no
doubt meet with approval from
the women who have so reluctfrocks
antly adopted the slip-o- n
in the past seasons. The slight
y
ot the skirt at the front
new
of this model lends
to the hemline by producing
the popular drooping outline at
the sides.
Canton faille with ribbon trimmings is a lovely possibility for
this style.
Crepe de Chine or
serge would do well too, and then
your new frock would cost a little
less, say about $7.00 figuring
Crepe de Chine at $1.50 per yard.
The pattern No. 15,S cuts in
sizes 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches
bust measure. Size 36 requires
material with
3tf yards
or wider conyards
trasting. Price 15c, stamps or coin
(coin preferred).
Transfer Pattern No. 602 in
blue only
15c extra.
Left-sid-

e

40-in-

and relief of the woman of the
house. There arc many electrical
devices of the household that need
slight improvement to make them
absolutely Indispensable, to the
houseworker. A device for window
cleaning, one for papering wallB
and ceilings, an electrical machine
for the English housewife to use
in cleaning her chimneys, are some
of the "needed inventions named by
Mrs. Mary
in a lecture befnro tl e Woman's Engineering society, London, that will
add to tlie labor saving management of the home.
To remove Jelly from molds: A
hot clotli around the Jelly mold
will help the Jcllv or ices to come
out without sticking.
To cleanse fountain pen: When
you refill your fountain pen, before
screwing down, the cap let some
cold water run down through the
pen. It cleans It all out fresh.
To brighten windows: If a little
kerosene Is nirrted to the water in
which you wash your windows the
effect will be much brighter.
t'se borax in tepid water with
a Httln soup to wash silk handkerchiefs.
Never pass an expo- - 'd nail within reach of a human being or animal without removing it.
A teaspoon of cooked tapioca
may bo put In each soup plate before filling It with hot consomme.
A little
of camphor
spirits
sprinkled nbout in the sick room
will give the air an ngreeable odor.
After
using stoi 1 wool for
scouring pots and pans place it
over thp stnve to dry.
Small breaks in hot water bottles can bo mended with adhesive
plaster.

HINT.

Breakfast.
Toasted Corn Flakes
Bananas with Top Milk
Poached Eggs on Toast

Coffee
Luncheon.
Peas end Carrots Creamed
Hot Bran Biscuits and Honey
Milk
Dinner.
Riced Potatoes
Beef Sieak
Mashed Turnips
Fruit Gelation with Whipped
Cream
Coffee or Tea

Gynne-Howe-

Things Interesting and Helpful.
There are so many new and useful things invented for the home
these days, that for tho housewife
who can afford them home making is less and less a drudgery.
New and attractive cooking utensils of glass and aluminum replace
the heavy iron things our mothers
and grandmothers used, and although there are still people who
declare that cookies rver bake as
well in modern ranges as in the old
wood or coal stoves and certain
things must be cooked in the old
fashioned heavy pots to acquire the
right taste, few bridef stock their
kitchens with these old things unless they are. inherited. There are
so many electrical things, washing
machines, irons, sweeners, etc., etc..
and still thero are tliinss that are
needed to take the drudgery out of
the servantless home. Why cannot women Invent some of these
things? An Immense' field for the
turn of
woman of a mechanical
mind is the development of the
labor saving
devices for tho use
DOG
HILL PARAGRAPHS
By GEOlUiE BINGHAM
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ICE USED

u

SWEDISH TRAINS

GUIS

EXPENSES

Orders Are Issued to Equip
the Wheels of All Passenger and Freight Cars
With Roller Bearings.
Nov. 12.

1578
(RAMS

60S.
.nwecnnnrllntf. He has been
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a
here twice in the last two months
girl seventeen years old, and I am to see me. The first time ne came
in love with a boy the same ago. I was crazy about him and thought
He tolls me he loves me and makes ho was the only man for me. The
love to me, but does not go with last time I seemed to tire of him.
me. He goes with another girl What should I do?
tn irive me a diamond
ria
all tha time, and there is also antimes
other girl lie says he loves. Do for a Christmas present. At
I like him and then I gel urea oi
you think he loves me or not?
He Isn't liked so very well by a him. We have parted, but wo have
great many people and my parents always gone back. He is a perfect
do not like him. There are other gentleman in my presence, nis use
years.
boys I could go with who are held is twenty-fiv- e
I will appreciate any advice you
very high, but I don't like them so
pon irivo nip, for I am deenlv trou
well.
I'lcaso tell me if I should go on bled. I do not want to hurt his
lor
loving tho first boy. He does not feelings as I have in the past
like to have me go with other I know he really cares for me.
MARY A.
boys. My friends say he makes
vou
love to me to keep other boys A Tnii tVi vnnncr man that
mir-nnt fppl
p.nnillrh Of VOUr
PERPLEXED.
away.
to
him
to
him
He
permit
The boy Is a gay deceiver.
regard for
enjoys making love to girls and give you a diamond ring mm
to Christmas. In case, however, you
so' he goes about pretending
love them, while in reality he cares are convinced that you can never
him, tell him the truth. Of
nothing except for the pleasure of love
, ,,.
it will hurt him to know
kissing.
the
He does not love you ana ne that he cannot have you, hut mardoes not respect you or he would longer you let him dream of
be for him
take you places. Bo too proud to riage, the harder it willwill
heal his
Time
accept such attentions from him: to give you up. will
find
that wnen
If you go on this way you will wound and you
ho knows he can't have you he
cheapen your reputation hopelessly and young men of a finer char- will find someone else to love.
acter will have no desire for your
Dear Mrs. Thompson: Kindly
company. Girls should not spoon
and when they do they have to publish a good enampoo.
THANK TOU.
In
My
humiliation.
pay the price
Tho following Is a very good as
advice la to tell the young man
as a very simple shampoo,.
that you do not care to see him well
rWoenlt.A half a rnlrA
of white
again.
floating soap In a quart of boiling
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a water. 'Let Is simmer half ann
I have been hour over a slow fire. Dissolve n
girl twenty years old. almost
three tnhlnennnnflli nf washing sona in
going with a boy for
water. Add dt to
years, but during this time we ouart of boiling
have been parted from each other the soap mixture. asStir together
( snampoo.
three times and the last time It and let cool. Use
was for a year. We both moved Rinse the hair always In four ora
waters after using
away from this town and he, not fva flpnrnilTtiirft.
Tr id well to add
had left, sent me n cVtnwmnn
knowing I
of
half a lemon to the
forwarded
the Juice
souvenir and It was
here. I wrote him and now we last rinse water.

eiPPLIHG RHYMES

Order
patterns by number.
Send all orders direct to Fashion
Department, Albuquerque Morning
Journal, 2:10 .South Wells Street.
Chicago, Illinois.

HOUSEHOLD

JuGGESriONS
.1fa$'imT''lrMih

Gross Stains.
Use clear cold water to remove
grass stains from clothing and
then rub
between the
firmly
fingers.
Soap is apt to set the
stains.
Bottle Caps.
Place a small paper bag over
the top of the milk bottle after
This will
the cap.
removing
keep out the dust and at the same
time allow the air to get in.
A Button Saver.
The continual ripping off of
buttons by the clothes wringer
can be prevented by folding the
button inside the garment and
holding it flat as you run It
through the. wringer.
Old Linen.

the worn napkin or piece
table cloth for a bag to
hold lettuce leaves.
The nicest
and freshest lettuce Is that which
has been separated and washed
and then put Into a linen bag and
placed directly upon the Ice.
Use
of old

After-Dinne-

This world is quite as good a
place as I have come across; and,Is
too, the far famed human race
not a total loss, We have a hopeless
lot of scribes who toil and toil
away, to show all people and all
tribes are sunk In slow decay. We
have no true respect for Art, our
view's a sordid thing; we'd rather
drive a spangled cart than hear a
tenor sing. Our souls are sunk In
real estate, In fox and other trots;
instead of striving to be great, we
deal In vacant lots. Our homes nil
lack artistic charm, and one is like

5 VICTIMS OF THE
FIRE WERE BURIED
AT SOCORRO

SUNDAY

Special to The Journal
Nov. 12 Socorro
turned Its attention to bury-

Socorro, N. M

today

ing Its dead. Julius Campredon,
Honry Chambon, Henry Dreyfus,
Jr., Jose Crespln and his son,
Crespln, who perished in the
fire which destroyed the large storage barn of the Chambon estate
shortly after noon last Thursday.
The funeral of Honry Chambon
was held at 9 o'clock this forenoon
at the Catholic church. The body
was burled in the family lot In the
Knights of Pythias cemetery. The
pall bearers were BChool chums of
tho deceased.
At 10 o'clock the funeral of
Julius Campredon was held at the
Kscondldo Methodist
church, the
Rev. Irwin
at the
officiating
church and the Knights of Pythias
at
the
grave. The
having charge
Cor-nel-

.
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r
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stiff-boso-

Prevent Soggy Crust.
If the bottom crust of the fruit
tart is rubbed with the white of
an egg It will prevent the Juice
from soaking Into it.
Hand Towels.
Paper hand towels are becom
ing very popular for kitchen use,
from a sanitary as well as an
economical standpoint.

By WALT MASON.

MALIGNED

Tho use
Stockholm,
Sweden of roller bearings for the
wheels of railroad cars, passenger
and freight, has been inaugurated
by the issuance of definite orders
to thp state railways. What promises to be a boon to railroads and
travelers the world over, and the
possible development of a manufacturing industry of largo proporis foreseen.
Yam Sims has been feeling the tions,
The
roller bearings as
need of a new hat for some time, now system of
Is the result of years
and is either going to get a brand-ne- of perfected
and
research in
experiment
one at a store, or clue swap
and elsewhere.
The solutor a second hand one the next Sweden
tion of the
has been hasttime he eats at the Tickville Cafe. ened becauseproblem
of tho growing need
of gindlng some wav to reduco the
A
Sidney Hocks took his fiddle 'expense of railroad operation.
over to the home of Isaac Helwan-ge- r saving of about 15 per cent in coal,
beand
played
Tuesday night
together with a reduction of perfore a room full of company. sonnel and a conservation of equipHowever, he was not at his best, ment, will become feasible by the
as he had on his
shirt, Installation
of
roller bearings.
and his fiddle skidded every time Travelers will benefit because the
he tried to make a run,
elimination of friction means mora
of finding some way to reduce the
Jefferson Potlocks has put win- running of trains. It is thought also
dow lights in all the front win- that passenger and freight rates
dows of his home, and it will may be lowered as a result of the
seem right awkward until the new economy in operation.
The new bearings are barrel-shape- d
children get used to going In and
and roll freely between the
out of the doors.
shaft and the runway, thus being
a cross between ball bearings and
the
roller bearings.
The Swedish company which manufactures these bearings reports
that the Pennsylvania railroad has
been making experiments for some
time with a view to their adoption.

Tricks

BY LENORE

London, Xov. 12. (by the Associated Press). King George has
granted permission for the uso of
part of the Epac.ioua gardens of
Kueldngham Palace as a wild bird's
sanctuary.
The committee recently appointed by Lord Crawford to "consider
the establishment of bird sanctuaries in tho royal parks suggested
among other places the ground of
liuckingham Palace and. with the
king's permission, sites are already
established there for bird retreats.
Other recommendations include
secluded spots in Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, Wt. James' Park,
Uegents' Park and Richmond park,
and it is hoped by establishing such
retreats to Induce the return of
various species of wild birds to
London. One of tho problems in
connection with such retreats is the
menace of cats and squirrels, and
while measures will be taken to
exterminate the squirrels, nearby
residents will bo expected to assist
by keeping their cats at home.

If the attendance at London's
two simultaneous automobile exhibitions may be taken na an Indication, there Is not much to worry
about In the trade, outlook. Officers
stato that thp exhibitions are the
biggest on record, with the possible
exception of that immediately after
tho war, when tho nvernge daily
attendance approximated fi 2,00 0.
At the two exhibitions, one at
Olympla and the other at White
City, there are BG0 exhibitors of
automobiles and accessories. Constant streams of well groomed
prospective buyers inspect the various latest types of cars, which are
attended by olert salesmen. One
American exhibitor is reported to
have sold 4,000 cars In one day.
Although there are still some
limousines de luxe and landaulets.
tho ever increasing tendency of the
manufacturers is toward smaller
roadsters.
and lower horse-powMost of the newest makes shown
and
are from 10 to 12
ore capable of making 35 to 4 0,
even 60 miles, on a gallon of gasoline. There has been a great effort on the part of the designers
to make up in the attractiveness of
lines what tho cars lark in size, and
tho prices of small runabouts are
still rather high, but It Is estimated
that they would soon make up thf
extra cost In the saving on gas and
the inx. The general tendencv is
cars, with
toward
"mother-in-law- "
extra, collapsible
scnts in the rear.
and
TOxhibltors from Germany
Austria were excluded.
horse-powe-

0fh

t-.-

i

I
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Iowa-MInn-

RECOVERS

to my back. Tried many remedies without relief.
Finally used
Foley Kidney Pills and In fifteen
writes
cured."
waa
entirely
day
W.
J. Oliver. Vldalla, Georgia
Backache, rheumatto pains, dull
dizziness and blurred
headache,
of kidney
vision are symptom
Pills
disorder. - Foley
Kidney
quickly relieve kidney and bladder trouble.
Sold everywhere.
Adv.

rv

narked one.
Most cigarette papers are cut an thi
9las. that Is. instead of th corners be.
Ing square, they are at an angle. Whili
n paper is being marked, the packet
s secretly turned around. s wnen tin
japer is replaced two of Its corners wll
srotrude slightly. When he places thi
lacket beneath the table, the performs!
!eels for the protruding corners aad
(raws out the marked paper.
Coprrlttat, br Public L4ier Company

Motor vehicle production during
In Etronia, one of the Baltic 1922 may reach 2,000,000 according
provinces, there are approximately to a Firestone expert who also fig166 automobiles of which 1S5 are ures that the 1922 tire output will
In Reval. Most of these are of Gerbreak all prevloua records.
man make. Poor roads are said
Thirty-on- e
women In Greater
to account for so small a number.
N'ew York are running for public
Journal Wynt Ads Bring Results, office.

Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
imp,CTnbwt.Ty1!CTi,g,i'i

An exceedingly practical gown
for either afternoon or dinner wear
la thi one of black velvet,
with
sparkling steel beads In an attractive pattern on the bodice, around
the hern, and the individual gaunt
let cuff of the sleeves. The model is cut on soft, straight linos that
are so becoming to the figure of
the older woman, and which may
so easily be nd.iusted In length to
suit tho height of the wearer. For
that is the secret of the fashiona
ble skirt length a littlo longer, ofj
course, Dtit witn ample leeway ior
Individual preferences.
A long necklace of steel oeaas
was featured with the, gown.

9

why.

See tomorrow's

FerMmplM

pa-

per 'for news of the

Star Furniture

Com-

pany's clearance sale
it starts Wednesday the 16th. Big
savings for

AND

INJURING 3

Corning, N. Y Xov. 12. Four
men were killed and three Injured
late last night as the result of th
explosion of a locomotive boiler at
Moreland, 13 miles from here,
Tho dead are:
FRANK FRRMKR and FRAXK
HARDING of Corning.
W. C. THOMPSON ofPennVan.
C. V. HOSTHANDER of Dresden.
Tho locomotive was one. of two
attached to a southbound New
York Central freight train. The
holler was thrown 400 feet ahead
of the train. It landed on tho
rails and the head engine crashed
Into it. The cause of the explosion
has not been determined.

.....

:&

Miss Louise Shackleton.

Tho juniors at Lake Erie college,
Tainesville, Ohio, are proud of their
president, Miss Louise ofShackleton,
the main
for many reasons, one
ones being that she gave up her
summer vacation to do missunary
work in Labrador this jear. Her
diet while up north was usually
fish, but sho says she is willing to
As president of
go back again.
her class she is leading thorn in
The average woman of means in
their drive for funds to help the
Rurma wears about 50 pounds of
college raise a million dollars.
brass jewelry.

PUMS ARE MADE
FDR REDEMPTION
DP CERTIFICATES
Mellon Announces

Arrange-- !

0
ments for Handling
of 1918, Which
Mature with Jan. 1
$625,-000,00-

Black Raspberries
40c
No. 2 can

Extra small sifted
Peas, No.

2

can. 38c

Pop Corn (guaranteed)
1 lb.
.16c
pkg.

r,

Washington, Nov. 12. Arrangements for handling $6?5,000.000 of;
war savings certificates .f. IMS'
which mature January 1, were announced tonight by Secretary 'Mel- Ion, who anld they wero In the
hands of millions of holders.
"For their convenience,"
the
statement said, "the treasury Is
cash
facilities
for
offering special
or
into
exchange
redemption
treasury savings certificates of the
series of 1923. Including provision
of presentation before January 1.
1923."
Tho proposed exchange Is part
of the treasury's program for fund- Ing tho short dated debt, of which
MORE THAN $75,000 IN
about $3,000.0nn,000 remains to
BY
be funded by the end of the presINSURANCE IS LEFT
ent flsclal year.
GROCER T0HIS FAMILY
!. 1922, '
"Beginning November
Mr. Mellon explained, "holders of
savings certificates can
Jerseyville. 111., Nov. 12. Wil lfllS war them
at maturity vnlun
modest grocer exchange
liam P. Dunham,
certificates
killed yesterday in automobile ac- for treasury saving
cident, left more than $75,000 in
Insurance to his widow nnd seven
small children, it was learned toIrresistible Eyes
night after neighbors began sub- are those which are
Bright
scribing to a fund for the benefit tnd Srarlrting.
Keep Your Eyei
of his family. Friends said DunYoung and Beautiful through the
ham had a premonition he would daily
use of Murine. It has stood
meet sudden death, and local In- tiic test of time. At all Druggists.
surance agents said he carried a
policy. Tho insurance, Is was
would make Dunham's fam-l""
A
one of the richest in town.
1

Fuji Chop Suey

18c

Sauce

Bead Molasses
glass

Canton Ginger

25c
.

60c

.

Stuffed Dates. 50c lb.
Imported Smyrna
50c lb.
Figs
Golden Persian
Dates

25c

eyes

Slave Your

Christmas

dison Reserved (low
Now is the time to have your
Christmas Edison set aside. Our
stock is complete, and you have

plenty of time for judicious

se-

lection.

Remember, at Rosen-wald- 's
you can get your Edison
and pay for it on our interesting

budget plan.

Have You Heard These
Edison
Re-creatio-

ns?

Dnnolnff
Snyder,

.

Straight to Broadway, that little
world of twinkling lights and teasing
music, you are transported in fancy
by the delightful new dance hits, Recreated in your own home by the New
Edison.

Famous "orchestras play for you tlie
lands,
haunting melodies of far-onumbers
spirited
syncopated to a
g
rhythm, or novelty'
selections that inspire graceful new
dance-compellin-

steps.

Fool Fox
Broadway

Trot,
Dance
Orchestra; and If Winter

The Magic Spell
of Danceland

ff

Find a Marked Cigarette Mapes
A cigarette paper Is taken from' s
It
oscket of capers and is marked.
is then mixed In wttb ttie rest, ana tn
terformer. niacins the naoers beneath
the table, immediately draws out tot

y

4

c-

"Had rheumatism five months
that would go from my left knee

.

locomotive' boiler
explodes. killing

IA.

RHEUMA-

FROM
TISM.

Merit of any cash dif
by
'..iking the largest amount of treas.sav
ury certificates that their war
lues certificates taken at maturity
will cover.
Exchanges after
January 15, 192.1. with any neccs-wircash adjustments, will be mad
is of the date of exchange. Holders will not be able to make cash
.redemption of their certificates before maturity, but beginning
5, 1 922, may present them
In advance
for redemption as of
1,
1023. and in that event
January
will receive on or about January 1,
192.1, checks payable to their order
covering the redemption value.
certi"Registered war savings
ficates must be presented to tho
post office 'where registered, but
.unregistered certificates fill be received for redemption or exchange;
at any money order post office, any
federal reserve bank or branch of
the treasury of Washington."

mm

HOURS IN MUD NEAR

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Nov. 12.
FROM PABIS
Jfore than 1,500 persons were marooned for hours last night in tho
mud two miles east of North Liberty. They were members of automobile parties returning to East
Iowa cities from tho
sota football game at Iowa City.
Rain began falling Just after the
game and car after car became
stuck In the mud on a hill near
North Liberty.
Finally the road
became blocked and tho ditches
either adfilled with machines,
vance or retreat becoming ImposEOO
it was
More
cars,
than
sible.
estlmated.'were mired at one time.
Hundreds of women and children
walked to an lnterurban depot at
North Liberty, others spent the
night In nearby farm houses while
scores glept in their machines.

Vo. 85

'i

.:.jnx...

1,500 MAROONED FOR
CEDARJAPIDS,

th erest; we all have clocks that
ring alarm, and bottles In a chest;
we all have hatracKs In the hall,
our doorbell whirs and clangs, and
on the eastern parlor wall "A Yard
of Hoses" hangs. And thus we lead
our sordid lives In our atrocious
homes, and go to lectures with our
wives, or read cheap lowbrow
pomes. I scarcely know why this
is wrong, or why we are to blame,
but highbrow authors, going strong,
insist that it's a shamo. We're reekwo're
ing of the commonplace,
gross as we can be; nnd yet the
bum old human race- - is good
enough for me.
Pythian Sisters attendeJ the funeral In a body. The pall bearers
wero members of the Knights of
,
Pythias.
Tho funerals of Jose Crespln and
son and Henry Dreyfus, Jr.,' were
held at 2 o'clock In the afternoon
at the Cathollo church. Interment
waa in the Catholic cemetery.
It is now believed to be definitely established that the fire and
loss of five lives resulted from a
tourist's 'amp fire whiah had been
built at the side of the storage
barn. Sparks from the fire blew
through cracks In the wall and
Ignited the alfalfa hay. When the
door was opened the air rushed In
and formed a gas and the explosion followed.

In

Constant Streams of Well
Sroomed Prospective Buy
ers Inspect Various Latest
Types of Cars

ilntcd January 1, 1!(J3. and at Ih.j
.'line time can get advance pay-- :

j

"

comes Fox Trot Atlantic Dance
Orchestra
5101$
Georgette Fax Trot, Henderson, Atlantic Danes Or.
chestra; and
Haunting
Bluesy
Fox Trot, Busse,
Broadway Dance Orchestra
51911
Taunting llhies Fox Trot,
Dance
Busse, Broadway
and Geogette
' Orchestra;
Fox Trot, Henderson. Atlantic Dance Orchestra ..51013
Hurry Along, llzii With Me,

Barnard, Al Bernard and
Ernest Hare; and With
His Umpah, TJmpah On
the Umpah Isle Arthur
Collins and Byron G. Har-

lan

51021

If Winter Comes Fox Trot,
Alden -- Leonard,
Atlantic
Dance
and
Orchestra;
Dancing Fool Fox Trot,
Broadway Dance Orchestra
51011
(J'on al murre'i It's lp to
Von Fox
Trot, Broadway Danes Orchestra; and
'Neath the South
Sea

Moon Fox Trot, Ziegfeld
Follies of 1922. Atlantic
Dance Orchestra
51008
Just Because You'ro You,
Thnt's Why I Tove You
Fox Trot.
Atlantic Dance Orchestra;
and Keep On Building
Castles In the Air Fox
Trot, Ernest Stevens' Trio.5101
Keep On Building Cnstles
lu the Air Fox Trot,
Wenrich, Ernest Stevens'
Trio; and Just Beciuse
You're You, That's Why
I Love You
Fox Trot,
Atlantic Dance Orchestra.51011

1,00

1.00

l.OO

1.00

1.00

1.00

Tuk-Robinso- n,

You'll enjoy the New Edison Recreations of dance music, which play
nearly twice as long as the average
record. Let us play them for you
today.

Rosenwald's Edison Department
HAVE YOU VISITED TOYLAND?

1.00

1.00

Page Si
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JOSEPH

nr
ve. j
Mexico nas
3io west Gold
r'" "nii
"pleader, but still

Entered

ns

second-clas-

Albuquerque. N.
it
M..
under
pending,

3

S73.

matter at the postoffire
Fe, N.
act of Congress of March 17,
s

M.. nnd entry in Santa

SUBSCRIPTION HATES
One month hy carrier or mall
Three months
Six Months
One Year

8;ic
$2.60
S4-7-

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject Dny
advertising matter that It may deem Improper. resCalls for society meetings, cards of thanks,
olution?, society and church socials, lectures,
hurch meetings (except Sunday
calls for
church programs) are considered as advertising and
will be churned for at regular advertising rates.
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MONDAY,

ADOPT SOME BETTER WAY.

GET BACK TO OUR OLD

TO

There will never be harmony in the
concert of nations while the bullets sing.

ft

Statistics show that married men live
Current statistics are not yet
longest.
available.

eo'R

-

Washington finds that the average
monthly wage on the farm is $28. Does
this include the use of the car?

Mil

W

Tl

I

I

i
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Like everything else, as soon as people
stopped talking about the flapper she began to fade out of the picture.

It looks like a hard winter, after all,
for manufacturers of long skirts. A revolt has set in among the ladies.
$

About the surest way to spend one's
declining years in obscurity is to win a
beauty prize in early youth.

The Railroad Labor Board has proved
Johns Hopkins investigators find no inso disappointing in its functioning that dications that smoking tobacco is
injurithere is growing sympathy with propo- ous. Another timely inquiry might be
The idea of its started into the effects of
sals for its abolishment.
smoking camcreators was that the board would be a paign cigars.
fixed tribunal for arbitration before whom
railroad employes and employers might
take their disputes for settlement after
DUG OUT BY MOOT
they had made earnest effort to compose
their differences by direct negotiation.
Conditions at the time the transportation
Hedln, the explorer, uses one of 'em well,
act became operative were such that a no If Sven
may Biu oacK sareiy rrom his Journey into Thibet,
number of problems respecting wages
and working conditions were immediately
The only battling ground left for
Battling SIkl
put up to the board for solution. The seems 10 re the columns of the newspapers.
condecisions did not satisfy anyone
cerned. One reason for this was that the
fcince they have been finding bottles of
liquor
board was not entirely free, the law im- viunin me covers of books, literature will be Judged
posing restrictions on its decisions. An- ... u.o uiuro vy me percentage of its alcoholic
Tshne
other was that the authority vested in the content.
Interstate Commerce Commission made it
A tire shop may not always be a
place where
possible for a degree of equilibrium in
child, looking mournfully out of
the window, remarked:
the labor field established by the board jpneumatlafter tubes are "paired, it may be a place
dlnner "Pee" are made.
"Mamma, If I'm good again will
rhere
to be upset by the commission.
Ood
stop crying?"
Everybody's
But there seems to be no reason any
...
Magazine for, October.
Aiouquerque peo
tn he
nhnnt tho labor
1a,
pic it's time for 'em to get a hump on 'em.
Xo Novelty.
board. Whether or not it is abolished
"Our new minister is Just wonderful.
He
is
a
since
not
much
matter
brings home to you
there
will
Though the days of
have passed,
things that you never saw before."
1f
i
growing tendency among transportation we still see a few persons who are filled with hot
"Tut!
I've cot a laumtryman
IIOTO
who does tho very same thing."
companies and their employes to set up;air.
London
i
OA
Weekly
Telegraph.
machinery of their own for the settlement
The Fountains seemed to be capable of
of disputes as they arise. This is as it
Help.
running
A woman performing in Chicago
should be. The companies and their men on forever.
enters a tiger's cage twice nightly
who
ones
interested
are
the
after
all,
are,
and sings a soprano solo. We think
We'd say the picture of Herbert Hoover in yes- I herd some man tawking to anthat the S. P. C. A. should take Imin; any dispute which requires settlement
and too often their relations have been jtPrday morning's paper was taken some time prior other man today, saying, Say, Al mediate action. London Opinion.
would you like to know a good way
war.
unnecessarily strained by outside trouble t0 ine
to get coal? and the 2nd man sed, UNUSUAL ARMISTICE
tVirive nn tho misnnrlprstnnrl- tyiqVovu
We hope ,hat ,he BritlBh' hen they got a new I sure would and the ferst man
DAY CELEBRATION
IS
intra thw nro hirprl tn create between the1
sed, So would I, ha ha ha.
i premier, did not pull a Bonar,
went
home
I
and
a
and
the
Joak,
ROSWELL
STAGED
AT
employer
employe.
Being
and tried It on ma, saying, Hay ma,
Under the new arrangement, any furSome negroes got in a fight over a crap game, would you like to know a easy way
Special to The Jotirnnl
ther consideration of either a living wage and in that instance there were two bones of con- to get coal?
N. M., Nov. 11. All
Itnswell,
Ive
bin
I
will
men
be
trying
or a saving wage for railroad
certainly would,
tention.
into the celebraRoswell
entered
2 weeks, and Judgsome
to
for
get
'
unnecessary so far as the board and the
ing by the way the coal men tawk tion of Armistice day in an unusual
The price just now is near the sky for
vou mite think the strike hadent way. There was a variety on the
public are concerned. Wages being fixed
rye, and that's what makes, my worthy started yet Instead of being all over
between
and
managers
program that appealed to every
agreement
by
long ago, you mite tntnK coal was body, and there was an entire abmen, they will be as generally satisfactory friends, the price of highballs high.
diamonds set In platnum the way sence of
the usual speech making.
Wry,
as it is possible for them to be made. And
they keep it to themselves.
Tho
started at 8:30 in the
cnnr-PrnPr-

l

over-Inflati-

Book:

spanish-America-

n

over-bord-

er

program
given by the brakeman, starts a wat do you know about eny way morning
a further and important benefit which trainTheof highball
with a horse show at the
cars. The kind Charley used to give us to get it easy? she sed.
Mexico Military Institute. At
will grow out of such an arrangement started
Would you like to know a way? New
a train of thought.
11
on Main street occurred
o'clock
I Bed.
will be the closer relationship between the
a varied program.
I would, wat do you
Certeny
And still
This started off with a parade
employe and the employer.
Ive bin saying all this time, of
s
course I would, ma sed, and I sed, ot new 1923 model cars by automomore, the example set in the transportabile dealers. The second event
So would I.
tion field will doubtless be followed in AMbiipismp Twisoady Years A
You silly thing, 111 try that on was a flag drill by the physical culbeture
It
other industries, to the great benefit of
department of the high school.
your father, he'll apprlciate
cause if theres enythlng he cant The third number was a demonthe industries and the public, who has alstand its a cold house in winter, stration of first aid Work and
Agent Meyers has agreed to keep the switch ma
ways been the loser.
scout games by four troops of Rossed.
in
the
lower
engine
As we may assume that there is to be
yards Friday evening during Wich prltty soon pop came home, well Boy Scouts. The fourth was
the
heleeve
I
concert
a mounted drill by Battery A. The
dont
given by Miss Menaul, so that the audi- saying, Burr, burr,
in the future, if there has" not been in the ence
drill by ca111 take off my overcoat at nil, wats fifth was a dismounted
not
lose
of
may
the
effects
finer
any
of
the
New Mexico Military
past, which is somewhat doubtful, a sav- music.
the ldeer of imitating the grate dets of the
'
outdoors in the house? and ma sed, institute. The sixth was a review
ing wage for the nation's workers, it is
We haff to go easy with the coal, of the winning horses at tho horse
not idle to consider the imolications of a
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Ward of Springfield, Ills., Wlllyum, goodnlss knows ware the show, and the closing number was
some
of
their
wages,
next ton Is comlnir from, if it does, a saber drill by a mounted troop
saving wage. Saving
are visiting their daughter, Mrs. L. M. Fee.
nnd by the way, Wlllyum, hee hee, of cadets.
the workers will, to that extent, become
0
111 tell you a good way to get some
The afternoon program consisted
At S o'clock last night at the ranch home of the coal easy.
capitalists, as vast numbers of them alsolely of a football game between
means,
all
bride
it
have
occurred the wedding of Miss Josefita J. GuWell lets
What more natural
by
Roswell high school and Artesia
ways have been.
Gods, pop sed, and ma sed, So high school, and In tho evening the
for a railroad man to invest in rail- tierrez and Mr. James B. Nipp, Jr. The bride is yee
I.
would
American
legion gave a big dance
road securities? That is the industry the daughter of the late Guadalupe Gutlerreas. Mr. Merry Crlssmas. pop sed, and ma at tho Armory.
O
and
and
Mrs.
will
make their their future sed. O, I must of got that rong,
Nipp
which he knows best.
Many of them home for
I remember, would you like to
the present on the Gutierrez ranch.
some PROTESTANTS AGAINST
to
becoming stockholders in the company for
sip-po-

J

.

which they work will give them a voice in
its management, which is what they have
wanted. It would not, then, be difficult
to maintain peace between managers and
men. And there would be less provocation to agitate for harder governmental
restrictions on common carriers. Such
a realization would be a great gain for
the whole country.
AFTER

TAX DODGERS.

Internal revenue officers declare that
a mjflion persons have evaded income
tax payments to the federal government.
If the situation is in fact so serious, all
the resources of administration should be
brought to bear upon the shirkers to compel restitution.
;
Universal participation in the burdens
of government is one of the bases of the
republic. Just as all citizens share in
the benefits of popular rule, so they must
divide the responsibilities and costs as
equitably as possible. What the people
conceive to be an equitable division they
determine themselves through their elect-- ,
ed representatives to congress. Every in-- ,
stinct of good citizenship, then, calls upon
them to abide by their own judgments.
..obey 'and respect their own laws, and
honor the drafts that they make upon

get
know a good easy way
The New Mexican eayg that Harry F. Lee, the good coal easy?
So would you, pop sed, and ma
capable and universally popular secretary of the sed, O, no wonder you guessed it,
sheep sanitary board, will be pushed for chief I gave It away.
do
Ill say you did, burr, burr,
clerk of the legislative council.
I mite
you know eny more Joaks,
I
overcoat
as well take off my
The annual meeting of the freight and traffio guess and make myself at home,
managers of the Santa Fe system will be held here burr, burr.
Wlch he did. December 8, at the Alvarado hotel.
mi

f

j

The newly organized painters' union, of AlbuA LITTLE LAUGHTER
has elected
the following
officers:
querque,
H. Beaubeln,
president; Keavey, vice presi"Mother?"
H. M. Mann;
financial secretary; F.
dent;
"Yes, dear."
"Tell me a falrv story before I
Jackels, recording secretary; L. Van, treasurer; J.
Cosgrove, conductor; E. Lam'pman, warden; H. M. go to bed, will you?"father comes
"Walt till your
Munn, delegate to trades council.
home, dear, and he'll tell us both
one. Exchange.
Miss Euphemia Nelson has returned from a
Discontented.
three months' visit to New Tork state.
"Are vou really content to spend
around the coun
life
walking
your
try begging.'"
answered
Weary
"No, lady,"
Willie. "Many's the time I've wish
BIESTT
ed' I had an auto." American Le
gion Weekly.

TODATS

raOflJGiT

;

PAVING

IN

LOSE CASE

ROSWELL
IN COURT

Epeclnl to The Journal

Roswell, N. M.,

Nov.

The

12.

protestanta against the paving now
going on in Roswell lost their case
in the district court.
Judge C. It.
Brlce ruled against the Protestants
who attacked the legality of the
action of the city council in order-

ing in 39 blocks of paving. The
action was started In August prior
to the letting of the contract to the
comNew Mexico Construction
r,
pany. The litigation has not,
in
work
any way
delayed the
since half of the work was completed when the case was decided
by the district court.
With the completion of the pres
ent program of paving Roswell will
be one of the best paved cities of
this size in the whole southwest.
This will give the city 80 blocks of
paving, 26 blocks in the business
how-evef-

district and the remainder

In

residence section.

ATTEMPT IS MADE TO

the

Help.
HOLD UP VEGAS MAN
Examiner (questioning applicant
for life saving job) "What would
you do If you saw a woman being
Specl.il to The Journal
washed out to sea.'
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 12. C. 3.
a
throw
her
"I'd
Applicant
Cummins was held up by a
cake of soap."
dressed , man Saturday
a
Kxa miner "Why
cake of roughly
morning at 8:30, In front of his'
soap?"
home at 417 Eighth street.
was returning
Applicant "To wash her back."
Cummins
Mr.
New York Central.
home and had reached his door
when he received the peremptory
An Export.
command. "Hands up!" Beigpfe-parc- d
Mrs. Gramercy So your neighfor such occasions. Mr. Cumthemselves.
bor Is a good financier? '.
his trusty revolver and
mins
drew
me
a
heart that hears the Daisy tread
This much is certain: When any great Give
Mrs. Park Splendid. When she opened fire. The thug washed no
finds money In her husband's time In arguing the question, but
number of citizens continually and inten- - Among the moonstones silvering the dells,
understands how dewdrop makes her bed, pocket toshe can always tell how sped down street out ot range of
tionally evade their assessments, they lose That
much
take without having him the flying bullets.
the lily's chime of wedding bells.
miss it. New York Sun.
Mr. Cummins describes the man
their benefits. When they escape their O, That rings
it me, and I will smite Its lyre
as being of medium height and
obligations they sacrifice their rights. Ofgivegolden strings that weep for paradise,
It Isn't llalnlnsr Italn.
wearing a gray soft hat and gray
That ensues as surely as day follows Melting the soul with love's prophetle fire,
Mabel, aged 6, had been making overcoat.
life a burden all
her
mother's
night.
Pleading with hope, who stands with downcast morning, and finally the poor woAfter one year and a half on
Of course, the revenue arm of the gov- man, having
exhausted
other Arizona's board of pardons and
eyes.
pleas, told her that it made God paroles. Miss Klsie Toles declares
crnment will not use any fine arguments
Oh, give it me!
very sad to see her ro naughty. that the present method ot dealing
WILLIAM M. BOTLAN.
of good citizenship in pursuing the tax
Presently it begim to ra t and the with criminals is all wrong.
GIVE ME A HEART.
Give me a heart that keeps with perfect beat
The rhythm mysterious of the constant years;
The mighty drum-thro- b
rolling back defeat,
That we call life, unawed by hopes and fears.
Oh, give it me! I'll make a glory fill '
The sunburst drinking from the open sea,
The empyrean chant, the thunder-thri- ll
In answer to the call of Deity.
Oh, give it me!
'
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executed another rebel
has a surplus.
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The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
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citizenship will be tausrht. If that is not
as it should be it is at least as it must be.
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Growing Sentiment for Long- Foltowinq a Parade a Patrier Period of Work Apotic Program Is Given;
pears Among Older and
Senator Jones Gives an
More Moderate Workers
Impressive Address
Berlin, Nov. 12. (by the Associated Press) The eight-hou- r
day has
become the black sheep In Gerfameconomic
many's political and
ily. Born in the travail of the revolution as the pet child of socialism, it has grown up to be the infant terrible the pivot governing
the republic's tides of fortune in
both domestic and international affairs,
lately many nave raised
the question as to whether nn Increased amount of labor every day
would enable Germany better to
meet her obligations abroad. The
same remedy is suggested for the
domestic ills. And tho domestic
troubles are many, including the
prospective shortage of the necessities of life during the coming
winter.
For a long time It has been
known that the Industrialists opposed socialistic legislation fo the
eight-hou- r
day, yet only recently
has a growing sentiment for the
longer periods of work appeared
among the older and more moderate workers.
Members of what are known as
Christian trades unions have expressed their willingness to work
overtime. They are also opposing
lawn which would require overtime
labor to be paid for on the piece
work scale ratnrr trmn by the hour.
But the Christian trades unions arc
timid when li comes to forcing the
issue. Their timidity is said to be
due to a fear that many of their
young members would quit and
join other unions standing rldigly
r
for the
day should their
own organization too openly esthe
movement for more expouse
tensive labor.
A newspaper
canvass recently
conducted among the numerous Industries tn northwest Germany revealed that the older toilers as a
rule favored extending the working day, hut the youths rigidly
stood against the proposition.
Data gathered hy employers estimates that a
day would
mean a 20 to 25 per cent, increase
in output, nnd at tho same time,
a reduction In general expenses
ranging from two to four per cent.
The textile industries operating
on a 48 and 46 hour week basis,
are said to be the hardest hit by
the shorter worklrig day.
August Thyssen, the iron magnate, wns recently reported In the
Communist press ns having appealed to Chancellor Wirth for the reinstatement of a longer working
day, nn the Contention that the
eight-holaw was largely responsible for Germany's sorry plight.
He declared revocation of the law
essential, If the nation was to be
saved from going under.
Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the
board of the United States Steel
corporation, was reported to have
recently sounded Herr Thvssen on
the operation of the eight hour law
In the steel Industry.
ergjit-nou-

ten-ho-

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the answet
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskin, Director. Washington, D. C. Tills
offer applies strictly to Information. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settie domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents in stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to the

inquirer.)

O. Where vtns the first real
ephone cxcliungo Installed?
S. K.
A.
The first commercial
change in tho United States

tel

JI.

ex
was

in New Haven on Jan28, 1878.

established

uary

mude?
A.

Roquefort cheese
at Roquefort in

All!

G. L. F.
It is made

Guicnne, France, from the milk ot
ewes. When sufficiently dried and
compacted, tho cheese are placed
In a recess in a deep cavern of
limestone rock in which the temperature is always about 40 degrees Fahrenheit. While in the
cave they are salted and the mold
Is scraped from them from time
to time. During this yeriod of 40
days the color changes ranging
from white through blue to reddish color when the cheese is
ready for use.
Q. Arc full handicaps allowed
in the
competitions in golf? h. O. V.
A. As a general practice In handicap matches against par, the
s
playorg are allowed
of their handicaps,
taking the
strokes on the holes indicated on
the card. For instance, a 12 handicap man would be allowed nine
strokes, and would thus have a
stroke on each of the nine holes
rated a9 the most difficult of the
18, nnd could win each or any one
of those holes by scoring par
three-fourth-

thereon.
In selllns a farm do the
Q.
growing crops go with tho land?
A. II. 8.
A. When land is sold the growing crops pass by deed to the purchaser unless expressly reserved
under agreement at the time of
the sale. In case of a mortgage
foreclosure sale, ungarnered crops
pass to the purchaser of the land
but those harvested before the sale

se

d

flag-decke-

started In parade through the
streets of the two towns.
A patriotic program In commemoration of the signing of the peace
pact was given In Coronndo theater
immediately following the parade.
The service opened with the singanthem In
ing of the national

which the audience .'olned followed by an Invocation by the Rev. R.
C. Jackson.
Miss Louise .Taramlllo,
Mrs. L. .T. Dean, L. J. Dean and
Dr. Paul D. Ilenrv sang two quartet selections. "Sweet the Moments" nnd "Father When the
Shades of Night Enfold the Sky."
"Under the Lilies," a vocal solo
beautifully sung by Miss Jaramillo,
with piano and violin accompaniment, is u composition
of Mrs.
Adolphine Kohn and dedicated to
tho memory of Leonard Hosklns,
who lost his life in France. R. D.
Mack sung a baritone solo, "Dear
Old Fal o' Mine."
Sanator A. A. Jones gave a very
Impressive address, speaking reverently of the nobility of the boys
who gave their lives in France, of
the honor of those who went and
risked all,- hut who were spared to
their country, of th emothers and
sisters, wtves and children who had
been called upon to sacrifice their
loved ones to the cause of humanity. He called the veterans to
arms, declaring that, ns they had
fought for their country in war so
they should fight for good government In times of peace.

rr.AV TO LKAVU FARMS.
Sherman, Tex., Nov. 12. Fully
50 per cent of the farm boys in
Grayson county are planning to
leave the farms as soon as possible,
according to an estimation of C. C.
Morris, agricultural agent.
Mr.
Morris says he thinks their discontent is caused by the fact that they
are not encouraged by their parents to stay on the farm and also
because they think farm work is
drudgery of the worst kind.
EXHAUSTED FROM GRIPPE
COUGH.
La grippe coughs rack and tear
the sufferer to a state of exhaustion. "Would get completely exhausted
from violent
grippe
R. G. Collins.
writes
coughs."
Barnegat, N. J. "Tried Foley'
Honey and Tar and the cough
ceased entirely."
URed
by three
generations for coughs, colds and
croup, throat, chest and bronchial
Irritation. Foley's Honey and Tar
has stood the test of time. Contains no opiates
ingredients
printed on tho wrapper. Largest
selling cough medicine in the
world. Sold everywhere.
Adv.
'

MAINTENANCE OF

Q. How many people will the
theaters of New York seat? II. O.
A. It la estimated that the seating capacity of New York theaters
is 500,000.
How is
?,

Special tu The Journal

Las Vegas N. M., Nov. 12.
whistles and clarion
Shrieking
bugle calls Saturday carried residents of this city back to the time,
four years ago, when news of the
armistice came as a welcome
to a
world, nnd
again throats contracted with conflicting emotions and eyes filled
with tears.
.At 10 o'clock members of tho
local posts, G. A. R. and American
Legion, followed by a procession of
d
patriotic citizens in
automobiles, floats, representative
of trip various organizations of tho
city and a host of school children

i

Only Means of Assuring

Safety
States

of

the

Under

!

the

United

Present

' Troubled World Conditions

WANTED

Salesmen.

L1VK

Unlteil
lnvuatiKate
Home Builders of ..mcrlca. 218 'i Wtlt

New York, Nov. 12. Maintenance of a strong army and navy FOR RENT
Miscellaneous.
as the only means of assuring the FOU RKNT- 710 VWst lad.
States
under
tho
United
of
safety
FOR KENT Fireppmf, freezeprni.f ganif Writi Fifth
present troubled world conditions
rner
was urged In resolution's adopU-"WANTED Ranches7
at the closing session of the Na-

tional

Civic

Federation

confer-

ence of international affairs.
"The outlook after four years of
peace Is dark irrdeed," said a declaration drawn up ns a preamble to
the various resolutions adopted.
"With one accord we turn our attention to the problem of how civilization can be saved from impending ruin."
of
.Samuel Gompers, president
the American Federation of Labor
declared
that
who
presided,
America's entrance Into the league
of nations would have prevented
Turkey from trying to assume the
role she has taken in European affairs.
Bishop James Cannon, Jr., of
church
the Methodist Episcopal
of Nashville, Tenn., delivered a
deIn
he
which
militant address
clared that the duty of the United
States was to oppose with armed
force the Turk in Europe.

WaNT to hear from owner having farm
for sain: plve particulars and toweit
price. JOHN J. Br.ACK, New Mcilco

trft. Ch'rtnpwn "atls. Wisconsin.
MATTRESS RENOVATING

TKKKES remade. $3.50 and up.
Furniture repairing.
Awning work.
Ervin Bed- cleaning. Phone 83(1--

M A'J
Ftu;T

LEGAL-NOTIC-

E:

NOTU'li Ot' ADMINISTRATRIX.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Frank Kleinworth, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that Wll-m- a
Kleinworth. Administratrix of
the Estate of Frank Kleinworth,
deceased, has filed in the Probate
court of Rernallllo
county. New
Mexico, her final report as such

Administratrix and the court has

appointed
Thursday, the twenty-thir- d
day of November, 1922. as
the day for hearing objections, if
any there be, to the approval of
said final report and the dlschargo
Is confirmed do not.
of said Administratrix.
Q. Do heavers eat fish? C. S. P.
Witness my hand and the seal of
A. They do not eat fish. They MISSING CASHIER OF
said Proiiato court this twenty-sevenlive on bark, lily roots, green vegBANK
NATIONAL
HOPE
day of October, 1922.
etables, berries and leaves.
FRED CROLLOTT.
Q. When were safety razors InIN MEXICO (Sean
REPORTED
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
vented? O. T. A.
A.
The earliest razor of this
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Sprelal to Thn Jnornnl.
kind is said to have been made by
Hope, N. M., Nov. 12. S. S.
Michael Hunter of Sheffield, EngNaWIMON ANI WII.SON,
president of the First
land, about 1875, It was merely Ward, bank
of Hope, received a
Attorneys,
an ordinary razor with a guard. tional from
statRoomi 16, 17 nnd
Mexico
rrwtiwell Bultain.
in
letter
parties
Whnt writer compnred life
Q.
.
Phone
deliver
would
that
Hugh
they
ing
to a frame of Chess? II. F. SI.
on
this side of the river for
Ni'KfiKnsK.
vi
PHVirivs
A. The only quotation we can Oag
Mr. Wa-- d
headed the list DR. 8. I.. Dl'RTON,
$500.
find of the character described is with
was
and
$400
other
$100
the
DIhmirm
the
nf
fitomneh
from Huxley who said "Life is a made up in a short time among
BnrnHt Building
Suite
game infinitely more complicated Hope citizens.
UK. MAItGAKET CAKTWItlCIIT,
than chess and the player on the
KMIAenro
1123 Ennf central
doors
The
closed
its
bank
Hope
other side is hidden from us. We September
Phone T1.
14 after it was found
know that his plays are always that all the cash had disappeared. DR. 8. M ABLE SKEHT.8,
fair, just and patient. To the man Gage has not been seen here sines
Onteopnthtc I'hyMHfin
or 1S29-who plays well the highest stakes a few .dpys before the bank sus- Oltt7.em tlnnk RltlK Ph.
are paid with that sort of over- pended business.
UK. N. O, CI.AHKIC.
and
with
which
Par,
Throat
mi
the
Eje,
flowing generosity
Barnett Building
Pbona 111.
strong shows delight in strength." FARMERS IN DURANG0
Offlra Ftoura
Q. Was the late Senator Marc
I te It ft. m. nnd 2 tn p. m.
Hiinnn prominent Jn politics before
PLAN FOR NEXT YEAR
the Mclllnley campaign of 181)0?
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
C. W.
Practice Limited to
Durango. Ejrango, Mexico, Nov.
A. Hanna was active in politics
are gathering crops tiKNITO - I'KINARY IUSKASF9
from 1880 when he organized a 11. Farmers
AND
DISEASES OF THR SKIN
rrlaklng big plans for
business men's political club in and many are
l.nhnrntnr
In Conner) Im.
year; ' ranges are being re- M'nMrrmnn
Cleveland. In 1884 he was a dele- next
CIH7.MW
Hank Ring. Phono NStl.
and
vlth
stocked
sheep
cattle,
gate to the republican national horses, and Mennonltes
in Canada
convention and in 1888 was the have
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
a few tracts of land
manager of John 8herman as a In thisbought
on Disease of the t.'ye. Ulaxsew Fitted
have
siate
options
and
nomcandidate for the presidential
Office removed to 114 N.
d
more.
Bearing these things in
His national reputation mind, lawmakers
ination.
at. Ground floor, Phone Mi.
of this state arc
may be said to date from the cam- affording, ample protection
from
DR. W. T. MURPHEY
paign of 1896 when after secur- banditry) it is announced. A lorce
ing the nomination of McKinley of mounted rural guards is being Prnctlco Limited to Tuhcrcnloste.
he became chairman of the repubBarnett Building Phone 838.
organized, and will be maintained
lican national committee.1
by the state to protect farmers and Hours: 10 to 12 .a.m.; 2 to S p.m.
otherare
not
who
stockgrowers
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt received wise protected.
JP-- IROPRACTORS.
H
the first stamp of the new five-ceseries portraying the bust of PresiStandard bell matter contains 78
- Room IK Chlroprnetle:
N. X. Anul.'o Bide
dent Kooscvelt,
per cont copper and 22 rcr cent tin.
th

.
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HOME SITES
3
WARD
One, just off of Central ave
nue and two just or: of Luna
boulevard; best location in the
Fourth ward. SEE t'S TODAY.
ACKEKSOX Ai fiiaiTTTU
.".

KINGSBURY'S

KOLUMN

CLOSE IN
ami a good buy; 10 rooms,
modern, arranged for two families, brick, good porches, is good
loThis properly
walks.
cated close in and will makein- a
good home and pay Rood Call
terest on the investment.
us for an appointment.

Lincoln Addition
Just a few more lots left in
this addition. Good terms.
D. T. Kingsbury, Realtor
JMiono 907-810 W. Cold.

lOlHTI.

IV

RE.LTOIiS
Fourth St. Phono

120 S.

414.

FOR SALS

to have your winter clothes
and save
modeled and rellno-expense of new clothes.
?1.25.
Cleaning and pressing
re-

We Call for and Deliver.

Let us have your insurance, we
have the loan.

now; part terms.
Jl. M'CJM'GH.W,
204 W. Gold.

transportation.

Hogrefe & Fanning
Phono 073.

3135

FOR SALE
FOll

W. Gold.

Houses.

Three Joom house,
new;
Terms. 1507 North Thfnl.

BALE
lot.
FOR HALE

AmrTTie
By owner!
on Enst Silver.
Telephone

22H.--

FOU tiA LE

wo-runjii

ing porch, garage,
1?lo Vinrlnla.

Martin's Specials for This

Ranch for Thirty Days

Week

Only

furnished house,
for S'lo per month for only
$i,50u; small payment down,
balance like rent.
A new home; three rooms with
sleeping porch, hot water heat,
built-ifeatures; priced right
and will go this week; easy
terms.
Brand r.ow' house; 5 rooms
with sleeping porcl), hot water
hardwood
heat,
fireplace,
built-i- n
floors
throughout,
garage. located In
features,
Fourth ward. The price is
right and terms easy.
house with
modern
sleeping porch, large lot, lo- a
cated in Fourth ward. It's
n

Knap

at

$4,750.

Martin Co,, Realtors

A. L,

l'hono

412--

We earnestly Invite you to
at once this offer: Modern house in Fourth ward
yielding as rent $65 per month
and owner occupying part of
it. Full lot; only 8 blocks
from Central avenue, at $4,750;
moderate terms.

City Realty Co.
W. Gold.

150

J.

CAREFUL BUYERS

207

rhono

223 W. Gold.

RFALTOU
A

BERNALILLO TOWNSITE LOTS
for sale on easy terms. Free

lot

HELP WANTED,

Wc Trade

Si ll

parts of the city.

IT'S THE BIGGEST LITTLE
OFFICE IX ALBUQUERQUE.
21- - W. Gold.
Fhone 240.

5

A. F1LEHSCHEE, Realtor

ME YE It & MEYER
114 West Central Avenue.

KentWe

in all

AlElfI SEMEif

ID)

rent-in- s

room white stucco bunpalow,
modern.
hnrd wood
floury,
sleeping
porch, fireplace, furnace, cellar, gar-hucorner lot, fine location, Fourth
ward.
$ room frame
iSRi'iy
bungalow, mndVrn.
fireplace, oak floors, two acreened
porches, East Central.
$4000. 4 room,
adobe, white itucco
Home or Investment
bunjj.-ilowmodern,
very attractive,
brock fust nook, fireplace, lance planned Owner is in California and la anBleep! nsr porch ; furnished ; Highlands, xious
to Bell.
Dandy
one-halblock from Central, In city
brick, almost new, corner lot, 94
limits.
100
In
feet, garage; the price Is
Rome goofl buy
business property. by
Lota and house f f U parts nf th city. $4,750, but let us have offer right
f G150

Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Purety Hand. l.oun.
l'lione 674..
No. 1H 8. 1'ourtb Ktrcct,

520

Wo

& JOHNSON

REMEMBER

Fire,

PHONE

VAN

Phono 687.

FINE

RANCH

stucco house, 23 acres,
fine orchard and alfalfa: on account of falling health must sell;
will take a house in the city.
P. O.
or 348.
Phone 2417-RBox 192, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

llii.s

FOR RENT

li'.oi lv
We have several good
safe contracts which wc nfiVr
to discount 10 per cent as th"
owner needs the money. Let
us tell you nbout thorn.

J,

& Company
Realtors
Loans. Investment

211

Insurance,
22-West Gold Avenue.

KENT

I'honn

Hoonm

Til

National

Kcleher,

Investment Co.

iv thi;

SALK.

Sheliey-Brau-

Phono 22:;.

s.

oual tieator,
e

J.

vM.H

FOR RENT

Kurnisnea rooms. 218 South
Phone 1667-with Board
For Rent-Room- s
d
room, very teasnnublo, FOR RENT Rooms and buard.
81S
11U-.No Mr'k.
Phone
S ul Ii Arno.
FOR RENT Furnished room, $12.00
611
week.
per(Ro0M ax 'fiOAltb, it
month. 21 i West Silver.
nth Proadway.
FOR RENT Time
front
deIf
RENT
FOU
Loom, ntio: board
unfurnished t Snmh Edith,
filed
Cli.se in. Phone 228-J- .
FOR RENT Nicely 'furnished"" rooms,
la m M ond Ijoard.
Homey Hltno.iplterti.
eitso in. ;ii2 w ct Corner.
lies Nnrth Hit-h- ,
phone
Z$ S CT West
'GRAYSTONE roumV
-- ,T. n
Ghi. V'A.vi
to board mid room at
plHmfl
Mrs. E Guldi.
Mountain Home. Box 4. Orants, N. M.
For J; NT Two rooms fur k hTl hhTs 7 TAItl.K lioAiCi for two gentlemen.
keeping. 3(.is North Itrondway.
1'Hvaio i.'.i n v. 50 South High, phonu
FOR R KNT House ,
ng room
nnd fi"L-,1por.-hSmiili
7JM
Edith.
FuR it ENT For gentlemun only, one
FU it N ISM El rourna. h'Hwnter "heq"tT"no
120 7
lied on sleeping porch,
Esst
iilk: no children. 414 West Silver.
Central,
FOR RENT Furnished
glassed-i- n
porch
'tx.ns; sleeping FOR
11 ft Fmith
Tinrrh; no children.
and board suitable for two. 114 North
t'iitnut.
FOR RI2NT Nice, cTenw Sleeping
MarbM
and
A OAV en:h for two
bouselfeeptng rooms.
North Third. $1
working men.
9u3 Weat
Room and plenty to eat.
FOR l! enT One
lflroupi7siTm.
Trou.
furnished. ?S.OO per
208
South
month,
Arno.
a
'AUD Can
Cloud home cook
ImanlprK.
Fur RENT ihree rooms, furnished or
ih HiirO.
unfurnished. Phone 2PJ6-till South
War.- .ovei,
FOR KENT
Sixth.
ac.in.-for two
oonvHli'so'TitR.
Mr, W. II, Reed, phone
FOR RENT One tuco large r.m. suit4ud S,.iith
Walter,
able for two. No sick, tiiifj West Sil- - l.:c
FinsT-iT.ASS- .

Select

Acorn

lare

al.:e.

rans,

or, A."t t'opiMr,
THY llUI'DY'S MII.Ki IIKST IN TOWN.
I'hona

Co.

n
220

W. Gold.

'.M13-I-

adobe,

completa-l-

f urnisliod, mostly new
$100 casli,

Stucco

Brick

rooms,

basement,
heating plant, maple floors
throughout, fireplace, built-i- n
features of the very best, east
front, on paved street, In the
best locality In tho city and
can bo bought for $j00 less
than cost.

l'hono

FOR SALE

five-roo7-

IHSj--

three

alfalfa,

S

H.

McMillion & Wood, Realtors
Insurance Loans.
uuh west uoin.
SALE-iscellaneou-

in

room dobi North Fourth street,
;a, good iiuv, $2, son.

110

OPPORTUNITIES

SALIC-.llui- Ci

iriH'it

Realti
I'liono

W. Gold.

ranch

White

'two

n

,

lipfiltora
Several small houses convenient
rnKtiMnre All Kinds.
to $1,850
to shops from $175
ileal Estate
List Your Property With Us. ''noli; all rented; $.5 down and
Phono 6331 $15 monthly, up to $500 down
200'i W. Gold.
land $10 monthly. Grots income
lot 22'3 per cent on all.
New homo in Fourth ward, (i
(rooms, modern In every respect;
hardwood floors, fireplace, Areola
STATE HOTEL- - FOR
heat, built-i- n
features; paratre;
SALE
large lut. Owner will take $400
to
loss
sell
Terms it
quickly.
Fourth and Central
wanted.

Tin: ni:sT isargaix
( ITV Kilt QUICK

man

sleeping
porohe.", cnier lot, outbuildings,
built-iterms.
t' ,ii lire.",
new,
Fourth ward, 13,200.

$9"0

Walter,

house wlili sleeplights and water.

D,

n
A
cottage, bath and two
sleeping porches, completely fur- FOR
t.nble
for
nished
Wultfr.
boarders, larse V'OK
rhone SH.
rouma at yard and out houses, chicken park,
will consider Ford sedan as part FOR fc'At.E
1283-Phono
luxation!
tt'ct (lolrt.
payment.

Rooms.

120
FOR HUNT Hmim.
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HALiSi-'resbretkfnst
room,
cliil-r!nFiUl
younif
riAIN SEWINU Ho ise
'i town.
adJolnlTof
large roinns ami Porch, clean, well
jms.
216 Harvard, FOU R ENT -- Furnished ro.,m
nished or unfurnished.
of a tulle
THEY SATISFY"
Jersey cows. Thne-quartor- s
?.
Call
istio Pouth High
Bppnrel.
South frnNi
1!0C
furnished, on ear line, no shk.
bath, tn new burnt; near sanatorium
llmtsewoik.
WA.N'li:!)
Ey owner, attractive bunApply !17 South Fourth.
briilgc, pat'l road.
North Second, or 613 North Third.
tin)
one
two
or
FASHIONABLE GOWNS and ladles' tall- - FOR SALE
and
for
Sultablo
university.
U'nltir.
rooms and glassed sleep- FOR "RENT
four
unfurl fa ut Jersey' milk, 'ii
of
"
modern
the
galow,
gallons
women
No
or
man
sick. WAN'l IS I
oritur,
Is a sure 'miff fact when you
"is Smith Walter, plinne U,H7-- J ing porch, modern, breakfast nook and
and wife.
FOR ilKNT 'I wo rooms and glanHed-tWashing and Ironing to take 'toils !"T gallon.
nished hous with rango and linoleum
nd plentltil?.
sleeping p'Tiii. clean, deslrablo and
llEMijTITClUNO
Phone lots of built-i- n
features, hardwood floors and frarope.
l'hone 1304,
speak about
ttiiid
Close In. Apply 410 Kast
linliip.
'J."J0
WHOI.KSAI.K
Itiyt'AIL
3S1-.in every
Modern
furnished.
l.eautifullv
Adobe
room 9 MHInl huildlnif. Myrtl, throughout,
gnrage. Central, phone 14Sr-,basement.
'ho
WANTED Miscellaneous
IIOBBS QUALITY CARS
WANTED Washing' and Ironing by
army wool olive ilrab blankets, packed
Plovert.
Ten rm yard.
Highlands, closo ' In, Phone
Small payment down, balance like rent.
1703-J- .
a
one
to
Call
Is
for
tn
dozen.
base
look them over and
ba'm,
for
in
Come
and
original government
S4 SOUTH WAI.TER,
WANT bundle washing at 2i)3 Nonh
14R.V.T.
Sdti
(iKMHTITCDl.N'Ci, Jo centg per yard, ut 914 N'orth Fifth, pho
CI.B.AMNO PAPEH Kalsomlning. John hale, (.'"nitnunicate with M. Klein,
year or lonner. Apply
jh Arno, phone B96.
L'ni'urnlHlied
say
you'll
Madame
FOR
I'heap.
Hoa Deanniaklnft
Addrem
El
fi34-Paso,
North
shop FOR SALE New adobe while stucco, Pouth Fourth, or wrlta owner.
Stanton,
OnoOson, phone
Tjxa..
Modern
except heat.
State hotel, over Bracy's eafeterta.
UXPKUT PIANO TUNING JS.fA J(im"
AIN'T IT THE TRUTH?
apartments.
five largo rooms, bath, large closets, Hnj 111 care Journal.
tlecS.U.I1;
Cull
KOK
for
platu.'.
1'janos. player
Three mums and hath, $15. 00: four Ws buy them, robulld them and
Huran, 191:0 Weit New Y.rk, plione WAN't'lin Family wafhlnit.
al- PLEATING, accordion,
and box; fireplace, basement, Areola heat, two
trio orchestra planus, with
:o.oo.
1374-On ear line.
is FO" HF.NT Fourth ward near Luna.
rooms and bath.
and deliver. Phono 3 91
N.
mall orders.
Screened
sell them,
Crane, 21S North lovely porches, pergola, etc. Thiswonvalues; Phone 190. McKinley Land and Lum
five-roobrlelt
Call tachments, phonographs; pre-w4."i
hour,
lh
Work
WANTED
by
To
Fevenlh. Crane Apartments, phone 314 an Ideal home and commands a Oood
WANTliU
a
or
write
plow.
10li
aale.
Stanky
buy
for
Furniture
phone
Deslrublo.
for
action,
1313-M- ,
quick
night on tho Main Stem.
ne
sell.
ber
to
porches.
RtSn
m.
company.
Prieed
Phone
r.
view.
derful
aftor
hIho a mitre box. Address Tools, care
-- 11 South
.
H KM ST I TC hTSo-diiCo.,
Piano
Learnard
S01-Ja.
P.
Lease.
A.
George
proinntly In th term. Owner. K'Ul West New York, PhoneNT
I'ltACrit'AT. niirsa, will conMdsr
Enl- - Jnurnnl.
ne.vt
Waitiir
FOR SALE Furniture.
possible manner, price lOo per phono 1 444-FOR-RECozy Utile house in
Hobbs Motor Co.
r
Address C. It,, care C5S BFKBtTO AUTO TOP and SKAT
tVANTED Floors to
casps.
urf:fC ol.l
tn
yard. 117 Gold, phone 7S7-VSinger
furnls'Jtd,
in
HelgliU,
verslly
best
sar
and
177!-buy
I HAVE the cheapest
I'oii
Vals-paJournal.
Plione
huplex Alc.tit.ar rang
108
new, price reasonable.
fewinff mi. come Company.
Auto
SleePln
Enamel,
nnd
KlinttV
porCh.
Effecto
rrtnma
Look for Our Advertisement.
drosslag,
114-W- .
one who works
some
tor
Phone
do
6
m.
Can
Albmmerque
work.
With.
after
on
p.
automobiles.
TVVO
AmiTk'ans want
WANTED Dressmaking and sewing ut at
Valepar Enamel
Yale, phntmiijtsiat 2"9 north
the shops. A nrand new adobe house,
Room 3,
Homestead Fl UNIT I'RK repaired. Called for and
Paint.
an K.nos oy day or garment.
TRANSFER ana
any kind of office work,
Worn
avna'er work done.
No thar
Plymouth Cottage
inside and out, on South Sec- FCFNIRIIEI) BUNGALOWS
delivered. Ptmna 19T2-North Third.
deItoof Palm and Cement. SatE. a. Griffith,
ruaranteed.
1?l',i
If
Floor
reusonuble
rate.
Paint,
Cheapest rates for best plastered
back
attention
Medical
two
nice
SPECIAL
hent.
street. Has
porches,
for steam
LeathT.
1970-W- .
Kleher
and
Thus.
assured.
work. Mrs. u no,s. New Plata hotel, ond
East
isfaction
TKAOHKIl
Iron,
phun
Ft Ml SARK ''heap. New electric, floor
Kngllsh
75 mon'h.
I'llIVATl'j
nice rooms. Is located sired, no aitra charge.
three
and
front,
Phi'ne '
Central.
town.
40.
West
new.
nut
of
Co..
aa
er
liti
phone TOSfl.j
to
pn
Wlllins
also
Duofold,
good
to
4l'l.
I will
To
cash
raum
WANTKSj'anlKh
Dtlrkrt
Two
lamp,
take
part
family brick, two sets of
Sanatorium, phone
buy
right by shops.
.Tnurnat.
FOR SALE No. S" Simpsan Scales, 7j. North Ninth.
five
Louisville,
and balance by payments. How much FOR
Ky., Cincinnati. Ohio, or Address K 11.,
house,
"WANTED
narag.
furniture, baHement,
Furnished
KENT
Mux
20,
three-quart175.
Answer
nrnr
ft
it.
cities.
Scales,
kind
Toledo
these
of
Work
ARK
bufltt.
Why
$l.fi00.00
high
WANTKU
Small
Ft
buys
point
cash have you?
classed-lany
ly
full lot, nioa location on pav-irti- r:
three
rooms.
sleeping rar
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN for North do you pay rent0 Pay down what cash
623 West Lead,
Platform Scales. $15.
Jnurnal.
schrnd or nlaht. Ad- bed
hov
school
Servants
iron
nnd
after
furnished.
springs,
priced to sell quickly,
Flat-to- p
eastern New Mexico, Oklahoma and you have and the rest like rent. Act porches, completely
Desk and Chair, S15.
Silver,
phone l!0i)l-roomiilra8mteruLn
Kansas. Muut he able to flnanco self.
'$4,750; terms will please you.
for it will sell. Phone IMS-It,- 1
Large coffee mill, 115.
VTltNIT'OHB repairing.
and truck driver
pany some one en route to riioonix. ApT(, MECHANIC
brick with
Awning work.
PENT Five-rooWant a man who is capable of calling quickly
FOR
13..
Oliver
exor see Scott R1dnnur. 3"1 Cnlumhln.
typewriter,
In automobile.
Investigate now.
Ervln
Phone K.H-Poreh curtains.
Regard to terms, phone
desires position. Has seven yearn'
on merchants and professional men with
classed porch, fine lurge screened front
Clothes mangle HO.
Room
r,
In the west
eompany,
Ileddlng
perlenco. Apartment 4. 812 South Third.
:".
a proposition that interests them immachine.
Dnlton
porch, a swell Mtie Seehome
adding
J. E. Elder, 20 MAX UAKGAiN BTOHE. at -- 16 Buuth j,'oi;MKniechanl.oiid"aut"o stage drlv- Joseph Collier
C. P, Harlan,
end. Lease given.
.'Oil SALE Itahy buggy, high chair,
No stocks.
Full sized box springs.
mediately.
' Phone 'JO?.
EXptiltT IIAUIATOH HEPAIHIN'5. O. West
oil stove.
Gold.
I'lrat, will pay tlia highest prices for
t,Pi ru,t tui,iuiur, wants good position
dressing table,
Savoy Hotel between 7 and 9 p. m
Nee,, the iStnero.
207 West Gold Avenue.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 817 N, Third.
and
shoes
iccnnd-han- i
to
make
for
Also
or
etc.
house
clothine,
furnished
your
Bs
brass
bed,
enough driving
Heater,
vniT"Tt YiivT A magnificent
cilauffelip
Monday only.
600;
LlK''t
Ktllck,
FOR SALK
Phono 85S,
v..,-- ,.
rent. 60S North Twelfth.
California bun furniture.
CARPENTERING.
u.vtern
expenses. Phone 1971-XRO PROFITS WITH EXCLUSIVE TERtin West Cold.
Ford tnurtnit
HUTCHINSON "for bouse oleanlng FOR ODD JOB3 and coiitrae' work, call i?OP 8AT.Ewickvr baby carriage, coramonii pretty homes und desirable WANTED Money to loan on first moilRITORY $50 to $100 weekly easy.
ruIow
pA,L
Is
No modern tetU're
parts. iietuhborhood.
gages. The security of Ihe principal
anJ wa, eamI1)!i fi,,r waxing, paint- More has been made repeatedly In one SAVB 60 t" 76 pr rent on used
7
rugated steel roofing;. Victor phonoJH75-difused
tc. : full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
.hi. eiepant home, vailSSTat our first consideration, .1. D. Keloher, inf( ini,)rninng, ,nd chimney sweeping;
Wonderful Invention degraph, large stoek of first-clas- s
day's work.
on new, reasonor
211
ROOFS
or
West
CopJU
BIG OPPORTUNITY
put
cars.
.ne
Mcintosh
West
Co.,
Cold,
Man
nh
repaired
street,
ferent
J
phone
CIS
Month
Walter
rdd
phon410.
,l"h
3.5 South First.
furniture.
lights householders. Automatic Lot and
able. Ceorge Waters, phono S0M-W- .
hrli'k InmKalow, five
wTfh car wants position
cold water bath outfit without plumbing; per.
StJo
CLEANING
nu
Vi.'vt
size base burner.
vim
man
Medium
HARKIELI
Vb7rSAl.K
a
'
calelmln
motor--.1and
n
50
month,
SALK
5x13 RU09 CLEANED
per
PAIXTINU, paperhanging
shlpbed with
a, onc
,17.50:
only $7.50.
Eager buyers everywhere. f'OB
condition.
rooms, hath, large lot.
Experienced In clerical, roft-rframe house
good
One two-roorondltlon: or will Fourth ward
in fir..-(,tfiBend no money.
FreeER, etlmalePnnne tat-'-up. Furnl- - pjnf? a,lrj salesmanship.
Terms. Write today.
Ing.
Mattreseea renovated.
Best of
I10..0; sewing
springs nnd mattress.
with sleeping: porch and front
rt ti Tnvlor. 1f,a4 East Central
Allen Mfgr. Co., 6S7 Allen Bldgv Toledo. trtido for light car. Will pay difference. 1Ceftr por,tnffoe, four rooms, hath and
ture repaired, packed. Awning work. rreK
and dec- machine
North
J3.00. C. 13. Bynutn,
FOR WALL-PAPpainting
Ohio- 13. C Davis, con- Third.
Apply ma iorin rirsi.
orating, call 2102-I- i.
sleeping porch, partly luruiout",furnished prdlngcMmy.''''"'"
porch screened in; electric
BUSfNlSS"CHA!CESr7
tractor, 820 South Third,
FOR RALE Furd car practically new. Near new hotel, heaiitlfully
etr...
DAT
7A
Vl
boull!
and water, 25xt43 lot,
trolo.
ki
A
TIMES
?OU
8
FOR SALE OR TRADE
,
-'
KODAK FINISHINQ
with starter, speedometer and; brick, piano,
LE Barber ahop.
lights
YOU need your porch or root reeouiped
IF
WestOol
"07
rolller.
lTatlSO 2 extrn tire that has never been used, carl
jos-p- h
o
Hecond.
200
guaranteed.
altslactlon
Remember,
VVn.'TTKAItE threa lots, well located In
or renewed, rail phone 1H62-on car line, at $1,250;
paired
modrellabl.
00
a
t
South Kdtth.
Sen. your fmla p.
North Sycamore.
ItE.S'T Furnished cottages,
st -"i; SALE-Hot- el,"
rooms, pool or dropcurdto 3.3 North liroadway.
Colorado Springs, and some cash fori
roil
twenty
suit
to
rent
like
balance
llshed
,
firm
,
Ileturn
portage
down,
knlsom-ininir!
ern nnd redecorated; throe rooms, lath
a
pi
FOR SALE riuekfl, does and f '. Ing size ForT HA 1.141 20 Ford touring cur, first- 8u1) PAINTING Paper hanging and L. W. small residence property hero.
itir- - mall
Hanna.
inc. p. , ' an( b
T
order
r,
lisnna
electric ; nnd Rlassed-l- n sleeping porch. Also camrabbits. 710 West Lead,
rla-- s
Bout n Viral.
rondltlon,
nil work guaranteed.
- rommerelnl
Inquire at
buyer.
Pliotin-rnnheF"T News
facl.t; University
"
"
Five-rooFOR SALE A fresh tow. Poat Office' IlKhts. wheel lock, six new tlrei. Price nlshcd bungalows
jjz-''junall Owens, BOS South Edith, phone 1344-J- ,
1'OH
and
house
SALE
FOIt SALE on ffiADB yne pony, safe!
Z?iZZ7l
-.
redecorateand
modem
rroundf.
camp
Viaduct
pus,
box 135. phone 2411-R- 3
South
women.
SIS
One
In.
i .....
L!
or
Call it
jtsi-grocery, close
PERSONAL.
for children and
uhonA
PAINTKC. poperhanglng and kalsomlnC
Kahn's Store
Call
".-- "'
One buggy pole.
. tn.. week day., .STsTl''puTlTvXn?
V.
Ion olt tank.
imr. All work guaranteed,
FOR SALE A Jersey cow and a ysar-ol- d WILL sell or trade for rea, es a e
lieorge
'graduate liurse. r'V''ni'V
;
;
noon hour. 1'lln North Kourth.
Two-nor- y
Elulilh,
U10
North
109 North First Street.
elegantly ftnlsnen nnuse far uuin "in 't to r, n m.. Rundavs.
phone
Morris.
Jersey male. P. O. Ux 213.
tALb
I'O"
building.
16iil-brie,
Telephona o new Utilck eliasKle. .Not the ordinary
:
215 South First; location (ooi for any '.'.I'.'O-FOFl SALE One pair oung heavy draft
JoiirntU Waiit Ads .ring results. V.
nal.ci, ha;
UHASFIELD the watch
Poultry-Eggs.- "
sort but a beautiful and convenient little FOR SALE
,)Uan,.
mule.
I WANT you to u v tstir.it o tny low prices
Phone .1. TV N Itin . "l
.,
110 fMmth Third.
to
moved
on wheels.
homo
ee
on any kind oi a Dunning propo.mou
.Lease und funiltura of 13- I'oUNO Winter luyiiiK hena.
.SALIS
rj
:'fcunsnlne
One riwlsw milk goat, tin-u- .
shop. TOR hAl.E
UON'T forget the
A. fj. Palmer, uunga-loFOtl PALIS Mailable uc,l cut- b
New ,l0U
bl)ar(,(l
you have In view.
fhnw 418 Hoitth fecund.
rnt ul furilure.
Aprilv O, O, IJehher, 108 South Third,
,T50
from fcanta fa (hop olllce. A.
Used Dodge Bros, touring
Hullder. llox 41. elty, phone 1758-nd
Be.nml.
.7
South
1.
It.
and
l"OU SALE
S. VHJ1U
Willi! Leghorns
913 tfomr HecondFull bALK Work mulcH, Iioiscb, wa- Used and ltenewcd Podge Urns.
all w rk
len cows, eight helfei'3. NEW WORK or alteratlor.e;
Iteil pullets, 11.00.
.Si60
Phone "1-.l J.
;
rPP'' TTJ ,,.,, ,,i FOIt KALE
gons, harness and saddles.
Grande
,lfti ..................-.- '
fr-wLI make
i'
bred bull. Retail milk rout, and
guaranteed; estimate,
pur.
Wagon
yard. Itin North rtroodwav.
Renewed Dodgo Bros.
Homer
on
ap- an.
SALE
FOIt
Used
Ref.rences
Thoroughbred
In
teacher
a
on
Job
primary
rMghiands
"
bringing 15 cent, t verv cloe figure
1318 South Edith.
sedan
pigeons.
U. E. JohnPlication. 119 North K)melJ8-W- .
NVA NTED HoHsesT
o
.mal) or Heights. Phone 1753-ttfied Ford ton truck
Just boinff completed this week. This houso Is stucco finish.
hnts Mrf n -- ty
FOIt SALE White Leghorn hens and" MRS. FRED OILMAN
oaro son, tut .lohn
Millinery;
8160
Addresa
Dairy,
VIA want a home
truck.......
Ford
light
of five or ix ruutiie Used
Well built on corner lot in Fourth ward. Sidewalks, lota ot
pullets, also turkeys. S20 South Third.
made to order; remodeling a specialty.- iournnl,
In good
Ranches.
location. f4lv lowest cost Used Ford touring, lots of extras.. H00
SALE
CcnFOR
9
31
West
'1
nonm 1. Superior Hotel,
for
'
BALK
j, A
FOIt
bronze
bulhiess.
shade; house consists of front porch, livitiff and dinimr room,
turkoys
esiabYoung
rrjfj
Ford
ontS
touring.
No agent
,.KPr,fUuulo
itrcet number.
Use,
prtee,
o
next years feeders. Fine atock. l'hone tra
iid. Ires
llshed fivo years; owner wlshca to dls- - LP TO JiATK cotton plantation 3il0near
m Hi Q mr Jititrnnl
.
den, two bedrooms, hall, bath, kitchen, breakfast room, with
,,,
touring
rtulrlt
in
' tmirlnrf
.....O00 ,4 ;1 .12.
Texarkana, H74 acres, nearly
UP.ASFlEl.l). the wtitch maker, will Ilx p.ju nccnunl of having other Interests; nil kinds of built-i- n
Nlif.ll
features; basement, itot air heat. Yon
nominal
InDealers
would
for
WELL CONTRACTOR.
eiehango
T
ICorber & Co., Dodge Ilros.
your watches ond clocks ' one
FOR BALB Tweti'y pitta bled White
j,rice Atry 0W anti a bargain. For AI- - cultivation, eight houses, or New
nhould seo this placo if you ore interested in a nice Httlej
MexSI S North ficoond
year
for
7S.1
old.
them
addresa
Albauueniue
property
for
Insure
and
693,
bog
month,
Phone
te,.vew,
postofflc
Leghorn pullets, eight
pric,
Ulil.l.S UHII.I.1.1). driven and repairvd,
home. This is a nice placo and should suit quickly at j,500.
110 South Third.
ico ranch land. Write U. J. Itcynolds,
without further cost.
Phone 180..T, SOS North Arno.
bunnerr,ue, N', M.
pumps tanks, lowers J, r. V. Wolkln.
MONEY TO LOAN.
"., Albuqueniue.
HALM or will exchange for lm- - Ho
? - rt
FOR
Rooms.
f.z West Manila nhone
FORRENT--Ofice
f ,,.
FOR RENT Storerooms.'
illj.NKi To LOAN On watches,
proved or unimproved
Albuquerque FOIt SALE i'lvo mllea nnrth ot city,
J J.,
I.,...,,., n.n,
TYPEWR.TERS;
f,'(, acres good orchard, grapes and'
Buna and everything valuabl. WILL arran.e to suit tenant a -- t,luu I'OIi RENT ofTice .pace, oi u;k roota. reai PState, a good profitable business
313 West GpM
.
KKALTOR.
rimiio 110.
0 7
flnttL
Ve?t
located
two
U
II.
with
First.
South
Mr.
years lease chicken proposition, Son feet on Highland
Marvui,
centrally
'1 I
foot brick hutldlng: good condition;
I'SWIlll filtd All ilia lies tiverliiiuleil
Vr- to four ron.1 and 6T0 fed on usunaTuud,
City Office, University Ilelyhis Development Company.
.a ml repaired.
shops; tiaionotue FOR RENT Office rooms. Central eve- - on Ihe store, will rocpilre three
Itlnbum fui every ma MONKy TO LOAN on dTuniotids. wutoho - opposite Bunta F
KorthousauU dollars. Address Z, care Jour- - tier proiierty. Ternis If desirod. Apply
U Uevmtn, 10V
terms. Sea or wrlt
nue, above Matson's Jlook store.
Kk
chine.
ami good Jewelry; liberal, reltsble.,onAlruu,ueniiii, Typowrl'r
O. G. Uebt'cr,
Vii B.utli HiirO,
oat,
ber .nil company, Auto department.
.3. boutb Founu. fldotitlal. Uoltlltb Jsnelry Cu., 101 N. lit. Korth First, Albuquaraut, N. U.
change, phoct 803-J- ,
Full
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.'OPE TO CREATE
HUNTED DUCKS;
MORE CARDINALS
IN U. S., REPORT
BROUGHT BUCK

ALL READY FOR
For Ihe best apple bargains that will
man's town this year, not the Dollar a
but fancy hand picket, perfect apples,
They are due very soon.
New budded walnuts are in stuck

Mthis

he in this
Box Kind,
at a price.

BIG BAR8EGU

TUESDAY NIGHT

again.

forDem-- ,
ocratic "Victory Celebration"; Location Is Changed
to Gold Avenue

Half
or any

her place

it.

Phone 28.
CASH STORE
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.

Albuquerque

Always

Finest
Theater

Worth

baseball pork as was
originally
scheduled, it will be held In the
west
of
Just
the Elks
open space
club, which is at Fifth street and
Gold avenue.
There are several reasons for the
change of location. One is the fact
that it was deemed desirable to
ihuld it at some centrally located
Place. Another is the fear that
'there may be Inclement weather.
If it should be unusually cold or
there should be a snow, the barbe-ieucan be prepared outside and
the crowd handled in the armory.
Clyde Tlngley has charge of tlie
speeehmaking end of the program.
Iff was busy yesterday completing
arrangements for his part of the
A speaker's stand Is
celebration.
to be erected against the west wall
i'if the Elks club If the speaking is
If it is necessary
(lme outdoors.
to hold it inside, the armory is
to cure for the speakers.
Mr. Tingley has not announced just
who the speakers will he hut It is
.accepted that they will be prominent democrats and that some of the
andidates elected last Tuesday will
jbe included.
The beeves which will furnish
the barbecue for the "hungry mob"
There
iwere slaughtered yesterday.
ure two steers, two years old and
'n''n weighing slightly more than
300 pounds. Pits for the barbecue
will be dug today on
avenue site.
In addition to the beef there, will
be 300 pounds of weiners on hand.
IH. Charles Koehl. who has charge
!of the "feeding", placed an order
'yesterday for .10.000 rolls, for the
j"outsid of the meat". He also ordered 200 pounds of coffee. In addition there will b,, radishes,
onions, celery and other "knick- -

While

TODAY AND TOMORROW
LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRESENTS

EUGENE O'BRIEN
IN

JOHN SMITH
(By Victor Heerman)
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
and HAROLD LLOYD in a Comedy

Regular Admissxn Price s.
"A FOOL THERE WAS.

V'i !7 J

John Milne, superintendent of

if.

.

-

RTHEATER

each

in
so
it was a painful journey, especially as he showed the same leg driv-a- s
made famous Ted Coy,

impartial,

BRUISES

XmwrXSam

n cms

Po-0a- T

hooting

fcXr0
oftor

ILL

In-- ..

ABOARD FOR AilGADY

Don't waste your evenings at home when you
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JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S

"Flower of the North"
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ame while
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REINDEER IN ALASKA
motor trip and the same distance
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business at 000 South Broadway, herds of reindeer In place of beef
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GRANTED FOR ANNUAL
N. M. E. A. CONVENTION!
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a Ton of Meat

Arrangements have been made to
'food at least 5.000 pecaii. at the
monster democratic! "Victory
bration" to 1)" held tomorrow
night. The cr.nimltteM anticipates a
crowd of at leant this size find has
made full preparation to care for
that number, with l.cef, weinler- It has been nclded to change
'the location for the barbecue. In-- !
stead of holding it at the Barelus
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ton?'' He would have to have
dental work done as It was.
But "Brother Dempsey". was not
finished. lie told the two to re'
turn to their car and every two
or three steps he would release a
powerful drive of shoe leather. Jle
turn. Running was prohibited,
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Briggs Harmony

NOTICE!

Beginning Monday, Nov, 13, the
Fo St a I
Albuqiicrqiie-Snnt- a
Stage will leave twice daily m.
leaving lAlbtiquerquo 7:30 a.
and 2 p. m., arriving at Santa
Fe 10:30 a. tn, and 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe 8 a. m. and
4 p. m
arriving Albuquerque
Ha. m. and 7 d. m.
Albuquerque
headquarters:
Ringling Bros, cigar store, 210
West Central. Phone COO. Santa
Fe headquarters: Bank confectionery, phone 222.

CALL
PHONES 4 OR 5

uppiy

'

WEI Cleaners

.

tVAooo

Little Wonder Art
Shcppe

1 1

ECONOMIZE

See tomorrow's paper for news of the

Star Furniture

Com-

pany's clearance sale
it starts Wednesday the 16th. Big
savings for

Trans-Caucasi-

a,

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

TAXI

CARS FOR RENT

GROWING FAST

Alhi-duerqu-

iiiiiK

Let Us Send a Man

1

FOR SALE

y

See tomorrow's
per for news of the

Star Furniture
pany's clearance sale
it starts
day the 16th. Big
savings for

Ives Greenhouses
Cut Flowers

a

Let Our Trucks Give You Service.
C. H. CONNKR. M. I). D. O.

Osteopathic Specialist.

Stern

Tel.

Bids.

70J--

J.

City Fish Market

325--

Well Country Camp
A

mountain resort for health
seekers

RATES $12.50 PER WEEK
For reservation, phone ' 490--

Second.
Phono 885-Deliver to All Parts of Town.
Handle all kinds of sea food
daily. This is" an exclusive fish
and oyster market.
Scotch Cured Herrings.
largo Salt Mackerel

Of

Superior Building &
Mortgage Co.
Third and Gold.
Phono 376.

GALLUP

LUMP

OMERA EGG

Phone 251
L.

J. MILLER, Pres.

Fireplace

Logs

COAL COMPANY
I

SCHOENilOT DOLL
Our buyer picked up at a bargain a few dozen of
these famous American-mad- e
Dolls. Absolutely
indestructable, being made of wood.
Beautiful faces and human hair, arms and legs
fastened with steel and adjustable to any position.
We are offering these Dolls at $4.00, $5.00, $6.50,
and notwithstanding the fact that our TOY OPENING is set for NOVEMBER 15, this week these
Dolls are already selling fast and this ad. is intended to advise you to place your order at once.
We will lay aside until
Come in today and look these over.

WHITNEY HARDWARE COMPANY
Distributors of Toys at Prices you will be pleased
to pay.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Furnace Coal
AZTEC FUEL CO.

Kindling.

PINON

PHONE .15.
Clly Office, 108 Somh Second.

Superior Lump
Perfect
(Four of a kind that
can't be beat.)

WOOD

MW STATE

RAMS

Just Completed

GALIU?

COM

Split Wood,

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Huning Mercantile

attractive SUPERIOR
Some
BUILT HOMES nicely located,
offered on the easy payment
plan. Ask to be shown them.

tMO

CEDAR

RAMBOUILLET

Company
Los Lunas, N. M.

I

1.

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA
IC

RENT A CAR

sti:i;l

m umm
.10H S.

8D--

con-soi-

DOMESTIC FUEL

OR

Five

y.

R. WALTON, President and Manager

THERE ARE

'

MANY

REASONS WHY THIS IS

Albuquerque's Most Popular Fuel

VNIFORM

SIZE CONVENIENT TO HANDLE COSTS LESS
BURNS LONGER MAKF.S MOST HEAT

MARK TOCR NEXT ORDER.

PHONE

91.

,

,

.CERRILLOS

HAHN COAL CO.

EGG

